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Uro{ Predi}, Portrait of Stojan Novakovi}, 1920, SASA art collection

STOJAN NOVAKOVI] (1842–1915) PRESENTED SPIRITUAL CLIMATE AND 
political trends in Serbia in the second half of the nineteenth and the early twentieth cen-
tury in the best manner with his scientific opus and high ethical attitude while performing
state and diplomatic activities. He is an author of numerous articles in the field of historio-

graphy and philology having permanent value, but also of testimonies having political and
memoiristic contents being precious for the understanding of phenomena of that time, full of

warnings about the need to overcome mutual division of the Serbs before the dangers threatening
from the external enemy. By studying the ambience of Serbian medieval countries he drew attention to

the trends that, as he used to claim, must not be repeated, which was once more confirmed in the state-
ments given in his writings dedicated to the birth of the Serbian modern state. Fruitful historiographic
activities related to the understanding of the Serbian past presented an extraordinary basis for his state
and diplomatic actions. Novakovi} was creator of entire political programme of Serbia of the 1880s
that was focused on the liberation and unification of all regions inhabited by the Serbian people. As a
politician, he was one of the founders and leaders of Progressive Party, Minister of Education in several
governments and creator of several educational laws. As for diplomacy, he was predetermined to work in
important European capital cities (Constantinople, Paris, Saint Petersburg), while as a statesman serving
as Prime Minister he had a major role in ending economic and political crisis in Serbia in the period
1895–1896 and the Annexation Crisis of 1908–1909. He distinguished himself with his energetic attitude
being a Member of Parliament in several convocations of the Parliament, and he was also a reputed
representative of Serbia at the Peace Conference in London in 1912–1913. He was also a Professor at
the Grande École, member of the Serbian Learned Society, Member of the Serbian Royal Academy and
its President in the period 1906–1915. He was a member of several foreign academies of sciences and
scientific associations. He also presided over the Serbian Literary Cooperative since its establishment.
Novakovi}’s rich scientific legacy preserved in the library funds as well as numerous documents having
been developed during his decades-long devoted activities related to the state affairs, which are stored
mainly in the Archives of Serbia and the Archives of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, present
sufficient reason to emphasize his high importance in the Serbian science and politics.

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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AS A SCIENTIST, STOJAN NOVAKOVI] WAS
creator of philological and historiographic studies having eternal values.
As a politician (one of the founders and leaders of conservative Progres-
sive party) he was a person of high moral character who never regarded
his party affiliation as more important than loyal performing of his du-
ties. He served as Minister of Education several times, he was creator of
new educational laws and initiator of educational reforms owing to which
he won merit for the establishment of primary and secondary schools in
Serbia having the highest educational possibilities. He was a statesman
who surprised many people by showing his strength when implement-
ing the national programme as Prime Minister, while he stood out in the
foreign policy by turning against Austria-Hungary and focusing on Russia
and Western countries. As Prime Minister of the broad-based government
in 1909, he honourably took Serbia out of the international crisis caused
by the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina whilst as a diplomatic re-
presentative of Serbia in Constantinople, Paris and Saint Petersburg, in
the period of roughly 14 years, he was one of the most agile representati-
ves of general Serbian interests. This was when he defended the rights of
Serbs in the regions still held in captivity with his energetic attitude and
bound firmly their best representatives from Old Serbia, parts of Mace-
donia and Bosnia and Herzegovina with Serbia. He was a reputed Serbian
delegate at international conferences. He had as distinctive features the
persistence of an ardent fighter in the role of an elected Member of
Parliament in several convocations of the National Assembly. In addition,
he was a member of the Serbian Learned Society, then of the Serbian
Royal Academy, eventually he became its president; he was a member
of several foreign Academies of Sciences and philological associations,
active or honorary member of various associations, magazine editorial
offices and also the President of the Serbian Literary Cooperative since
its establishment. For a certain period of time he was a Professor at the
Grande École, a museum and the National Library director.

STOJAN NOVAKOVI]
and his Era

Stojan Novakovi}

PREFACE



Novakovi} is an author of a prolific scientific
opus. It is evident that he studied with equal interest all our national
disciplines desiring to find out as much as possible and present to the
public results of his research. It is believed that he left up to 400 bibli-
ographical units. However, their number is certainly higher, as not all of
them were signed: he used the pseudonym for some of them, whilst some
of them did not even have a pseudonym, so that his authorship may be
confirmed only via an expert analysis of the contents. It is difficult to
think of an important topic in the field of philology, literature and histo-
riography that Novakovi} did not approach in a critical manner and always
with a genuine curiosity to clarify it as accurately as possible. Even the
smallest details were frequently a matter of his interest. He was in a po-
sition to analyse some of his scientific results several times and he did
not hesitate to supplement or amend them.

The first Novakovi}’s scientific works were in
the field of language and literature. They portrayed him in all respects
as the most talented student of a great philologist \ura Dani~i} at the
Lyceum in the beginning of the sixties and they were published in the
journals Vidovdan (St. Vitus’s Day) and Vila (Fairy). Those were noted
articles related to language, literary works and poetry. That was, however,
only the preparation for Novakovi}’s writing of The History of Serbian
Literature in 1867 at the age of twenty-five, and for publishing two years
later The Serbian Bibliography where he listed all the books written in the
period 1741–1867. His other works in the field of language and literature
followed which was an evidence of his permanent love for that scientific
field. It can be freely said that Novakovi} the same as his great teacher
contributed to the final victory of Vuk’s language and orthography.

Studying of the past (historiography) also pre-
sented permanent preoccupation for Novakovi} as a scientist and he
would always devote some time to it. Numerous discussions and studies
relating to different fields of history, for instance, relating to the Middle
Ages, historic geography, topography, ecclesiastical history bear testi-
mony to that. He was also interested in the prayers for the living and the
dead (pomenici) of the Serbian rulers, Serbian monasteries, legal monu-
ments of Serbian states, etc. He was especially interested in the fall of the
Serbian medieval state; therefore he endeavoured to explain it in more
detail. He frequently in his publications on contemporary phenomena
suggested that the Serbian discord precisely in the Middle Ages had as
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a result tragic consequences of the defeat before the Turkish invaders in
the fourteenth and the fifteenth century. However, he reminded that the
myth of Kosovo that helped Serbian people preserve their strength and
faith into the future had emerged out of it. Nevertheless, Novakovi} put
most effort, time and love into the studying of the First Serbian Uprising,
i.e. the studying of the resurrection of a new Serbian state. By analysing
these issues he endeavoured to present also his general view on what
was going on behind the front lines. He demonstrated it best in the
writing titled The Resurrection of the Serbian State, which has been esti-
mated as one of the most important writings in the Serbian historiog-
raphy. He devoted considerable attention to the diplomatic side of the
uprising in this writing, primarily to external influences and discord of
the uprising leaders regarding the development of government princi-
ples, using the Russian archival material and literature he came across
as Ambassador in Saint Petersburg. In the words of a reputed historian
Stanoje Stanojevi}, Novakovi} showed all the troubles that the free Ser-
bian state had faced during its creation, both inside and outside. That
book was actually a counterpart to his study The Serbs and Turks of XIV
and XV Centuries, where he portrayed the age of dying and in the second
one the age of resurrection. Novakovi} initiated numerous other issues
from the past in certain discussions and newspaper articles. He was oc-
cupied with contemporary circumstances and internal relations in Serbia;
he put forward his impressions about the policy of major powers, situ-
ation in the Balkans, relations amongst the Balkan peoples. He was re-
flecting upon time to come and on what the twentieth century had in
store. It seemed that general situation in Serbia at the end of the 19th

century partly influenced his spirit. Gloomy estimates and concern pre-
vailed at that time owing to the uncertainty the country was heading to,
fear of changes that had taken place at the end of that century in the
world and dangers that, as it seemed, threatened to the Balkans from
the outside. Certain individuals in Serbia were honestly disappointed
because, according to their words, the Serbs in early 19th century were
in all respects the first in the Balkans, whilst at the end of that century
they got lost owing to internal struggles and disorientation.

His scientific work was only one of Novakovi}’s
permanent commitments. He was inseparably tied to politics, state affairs
and diplomacy for fifty years. He used the vast knowledge he gathered by
studying the past of the Balkans in an appropriate way in his political
work which gave him a great advantage over his contemporaries. At the
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same time, he was able to use considerable experience he gained in pra-
ctice when interpreting both the past and contemporary trends. It was
permeation that gave weight to every word uttered by Novakovi}. As a
youngster, he participated in the establishment of a patriotic organization
called the United Serb Youth, whose main task was to awake national
consciousness of the Serbs. Afterwards he became directly involved in
the activities concerning national matters to which he remained perma-
nently and sincerely devoted until the end of his life. After he assumed
the position of a librarian, that is the director of the National Library in
early 1870. The idea to supply the library funds of certain European
centres with Serbian scientific editions appealed to him. Then he com-
posed the list of books important for the understanding of Serbian na-
tional issues that should have been directed to “academic reading room”
in the city of Prague. „This is how we are going to facilitate immensely the
understanding of our language and our situation to kindred brothers“,
Novakovi} wrote down.

He became member of the Committee for
Schools and Teachers in Old Serbia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herze-
govina and he participated rather actively in its activities pursuing the
establishment of schools, sending teachers and improvement of educa-
tion in that field. It was an important experience for him that would en-
able him to make a substantial personal contribution to cultural and ed-
ucational work outside the Serbian borders later on after he assumed
the position of Minister of Education, firstly in the liberal government
of Jovan Risti}, and afterwards in the conservative governments of A}im
^umi} and Danilo Stefanovi} as well as in the Progressive Government
of Milan Piro}anac.

The decisions made at the Berlin Congress in
1878 that had marked the end to the Great Eastern Crisis that was char-
acterized by liberation wars of Serbian and Russian army against Turkey in
the Balkans, regardless of the fact that they contained the recognition
of the independence of Serbia, presented a great disappointment for
Novakovi}, as well as for the Serbian public and numerous Serbian po-
liticians. They were struck by the determination of major powers accor-
ding to which Austria-Hungary should occupy Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Afterwards Serbia was completely separated from Bosnia and Herzego-
vina in line with the Austro-Serbian Alliance. It implied that it would di-
rect in the future its liberation plans toward the Serbs outside Serbia
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near Old Serbia and Macedonia, therefore to the remaining parts of the
European fragment of Turkey. Novakovi}, who played a key role amongst
ruling progressive party members concerning the creation of such plans,
was the most competent person to guide the implementation of national
and political tasks that derived out of them. It was an action that should
have represented the fundamental and the most important direction of
Serbian foreign policy.

There was not a man in Serbia who knew more
than him about the affairs that were imminent. Even earlier, as Minister
of Education, he had laid the foundation of educational-political, i.e.
national propaganda in Turkey when he commenced weaving a net of
different actions quietly and patiently that were supposed to organize
yonder Serbs and connect them firmly with their mother country. Nova-
kovi} did not want to do anything in an illegal way. He was of the view that
only legal resources ought to be used, i.e. the burden should fall upon
the school and the church. He took the best opportunity to continue
working on it in 1886 when he was appointed Ambassador in Constan-
tinople, which is how his multiannual diplomatic career commenced
and he became permanently involved in the foreign policy of Serbia. 

Novakovi}’s great struggle for national goals
of Serbia commenced in Constantinople, i.e. his direct concern for the
destiny of a fragment of Serbian people still held in captivity. It turned
out that he was the most adequate person to bear a burden of tasks in-
cluding the appointment of the first Serbian consuls in Old Serbia and
Macedonia, establishment of Serbian schools, sending Serbian teachers
and course books, obtaining the posts of bishops, establishment of Ser-
bian journals. It would also be the strongest weapon for preserving Ser-
bian national interests before the propaganda of neighbouring Balkan
rivals, preserving the strength of local Serbs exposed to everyday Alba-
nian violence and finally for building up resistance to the Ottoman au-
thorities in spite of their concern to preserve at all costs the existing or-
der and – the way Novakovi} comprehended it – their plans to create a
Muslim stranglehold around Serbia. Novakovi} continued such activities
as Prime Minister in the period 1895–1896, then again as Ambassador in
Constantinople, and afterwards in Paris and Saint Petersburg. After
having retired in 1905, he won recognition in the following decade as
one of the most uncompromising advocates of the idea on the necessity
of Serbian liberation struggle and resolving the Eastern question which was
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confirmed by his speeches given in the National Assembly and to the
Serbian public. During the annexation crisis he raised his voice against
the proclaimed Austro-Hungarian enslavement of the Serbs in Bosnia
and Herzegovina to contribute afterwards with his courageous attitude
as Serbian Ambassador at an international conference in London fol-
lowing the great victories in the Balkan war against Turkey, to not with-
drawing the borders of newly-established Albanian state too much to
the detriment of the Serbs. When Austria declared war against Serbia in
July 1914, he realized better than others that it was a historical conflict
that presented the only way to resolve the Serbian issue.

The Serbian issue, therefore the issue related
to liberation and unification of the Serbs, which could have been con-
firmed in the entire earlier Novakovi}’s work, presented a crucial part of
his total interest, both in science and politics. Resolving of that issue, as
we have said, reached a historical turning point in 1914, whose outcome
Novakovi} did not witness, as he passed away in February 1915. Ever since
his youthful days he was deeply interested in the Serbian past, however,
in the modern times also Novakovi} was primarily preoccupied with the
Serbian issue. In his scientific notes and his entire political and diplo-
matic work he wanted to explain and provide as complete answer as
possible to the challenges the Serbian people were facing. His views de-
veloped but basically they remained the same for a long time. His view on
the Serbian issue was pragmatic having in mind wider international cir-
cumstances and internal events in the Balkans. Regardless of the com-
plexity of conditions, always or almost always he bore in mind a peace-
ful struggle for gathering of the Serbs and the necessity to take up this
struggle wisely and skillfully with the support of diplomacy and con-
necting with the neighbours. He used to say that a good agreement was
more valuable than the merriest peace, but he did not exclude an armed
struggle as a way to resolve the Serbian issue because of which, for ex-
ample, he had a lot of justifications for the outbreak of the Balkan war.

Bearing in mind that commitment, we would
like to point out the fact that Novakovi} as a young intellectual in the
1960s believed that there was a peaceful way to ascend and gather the
Serbs. He stood by his convictions even in the following decades. He put
them forward systematically and formulated them in 1890 in a marvelous
discussion titled Greek Thoughts on the Ethnography of Balkan Peninsula
when reflecting on the national liberation and unification problem in
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the Balkans. He observed the resolution to the Serbian issue through
the experiences originating from the European history when the state
and national unions were created in Europe. Italian and German unifi-
cation served as best experiences in that respect, as people were joined
firstly by literature, whilst the mere act of political unification was im-
plemented afterwards without anyone’s help. If there was anything the
Serbs should learn from this, according to Novakovi}, that would be the
fact that people’s education and their liberation, i.e. educational activ-
ities and politics, go hand in hand. Thereby, according to him, education
paves the way to the politics, but it also binds what has previously been
achieved through politics. Several years later Novakovi} stated his own
paragon for the complete resolution to the Serbian issue in an interview
given to the journal Le Figaro where he expressed his opinion about the
structure of the future state. According to his words, Serbia may strive
to unify the parts it has previously been consisted of. In that case, the
unified Serbia would be composed of Serbia, Montenegro, Old Serbia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Dalmatia.

Therefore, Novakovi} rejected a revolutionary
method when resolving the Serbian issue choosing instead a peaceful
road, implementation of lawful resources, i.e. the evolutionary method.
In this respect, he was convinced that Serbia could have influenced
even more through its internal constitutional alteration all those fellow
countrymen still held in captivity who regarded Serbia as their future
land. Moreover, he regarded even Turkey, against whom the main Serbian
tasks were directed, as a country that should be reformed and organised
in line with European standards. In this respect, he regarded benevo-
lently the changes that occurred in Serbia at the beginning of the twen-
tieth century. In his opinion, the rule of a new dynasty, introduction of
democratic Constitution, nearing the country to the Western states and
expansion of creativity could make Serbia an attractive seat for taking
over the role of Piedmont. Because of this Novakovi} was one of those
who were the loudest when advocating explicitly not to allow the rule
of one leading figure but they demanded that the country should be
regulated as a lawful state with the rule characterised by – the way he
expressed himself – “the general balance of supreme power” and har-
mony amongst institutions. Therefore, he advocated the establishment
of the rule of law, i.e. the division of legislative and executive power and
judicial independence. Novakovi} was conservative, but primarily in
terms of strict observing of order and legality. He was not an opponent to
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democracy; however, he did not accept it as majority domination over
minority. Nevertheless, he was of the view that minority could be protect-
ed by bicameral parliamentary system. His views of that sort were best
confirmed in one of his most significant writings on modern age titled
Twenty Years of Constitutional Policy in Serbia 1883–1903. The writing was
composed based on memories and personal notes. He stated in it that
the constitutional struggle in Serbia presented the fundamental issue of
domestic policy. He confirmed those views also in the study he wrote in
1907 as a preface to the work composed by @ivojin Peri} titled Political
Studies, which was published in 1908. His attitude coincided to a con-
siderable extent with the message composed by Jovan Cviji} in 1907.
According to that message, Serbia would have to radiate democracy if
it wanted to gather all the Serbs, implying that the unification of the
Serbs would also present a profound internal issue for Serbia.

Novakovi}, however, gave careful considera-
tion to the Serbian issue. Moreover, he formulated it wholly during the
Annexation crisis 1908–1909, at the time when the Serbs were gravely
shocked by unilateral annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the
Habsburg Monarchy. In his opinion, the annexation of Bosnia and Her-
zegovina was such a dangerous act for all the Serbs that it seemed to
him the entire Serbian issue should be presented before Europe to make
everyone aware of what the Serbs wanted. That would be a programme
for the future. It is upon us, Stojan Novakovi} said before the Members
of Parliament in January 1909, to define the Serbian issue leaving aside
all restraints. The nation must have a programme – and go forward in-
to the future with it.

The essence of presenting the Serbian issue
before Europe according to Stojan Novakovi} was to request the fulfill-
ment of needs for the Serbs outside Serbia relating to their economic,
political and cultural development, including the recognition of autono-
my. Novakovi} did it in several texts, articles, statements, publishing some
of them in 1910 in the book titled The Latest Balkan Crisis and the Serbian
issue. The fundamental thought he represented relied upon the ideas he
had already expressed in the 1890s, implying that something like that
had to be represented regardless of political impediments or national
borders established amongst certain groups. It would be done by the
means of science, culture, art, literature, therefore using spirit, language,
strengthening national consciousness, cultural and educational work.
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Peaceful resources that even the state authorities could not disturb would
be used. “This struggle is more difficult than the one including weapons,
but there is no defeat here, victory is definite, and when it comes – it is
eternal“, Novakovi} claimed warning that one should be prepared for it
from an early age at home, in the street. Nevertheless, he did not ex-
clude an armed struggle as an option, but he believed that the literary
path was more permanent, stronger and safer. He may have only par-
tially changed his attitude following the military accomplishments of
Serbia in the First Balkan War and then following the great victories of
Serbian army over Austria-Hungary in 1914, concluding at that time
that bigger turns take place in a short period of time at war than they
do at peace for a longer period of time.

Holding the view that the historical rights of
the Serbs would be realised one day regardless of whether it would be
done in a peaceful way or using weapons, Stojan Novakovi} both as a
scientist and as a politician did not deny his yearning for the overall har-
monisation of the national future with the general trends of the European
development. Being firmly convinced that the past should present the
lesson for the future, he remained devoted to the idea that the Serbs
should follow the examples of developed European nations, even when
the Serbian issue was resolved, until the end of his life. “We have to look
back only to observe blunders and examples that should be avoided. We
must follow new light approaching us via new centuries and the exam-
ples provided by great nations and civilizations. Our future salvation
lies in that direction only”, Stojan Novakovi} wrote down in 1913 in one
of his last discussions.

He put forward similar view in a discussion
titled Problem Yougoslav that he wrote in February 1915, only several days
before he passed away. He did not live long enough to see it published.
It was on the pages of the Parisian magazine Revue de Paris in the same
year thanks to his son Mileta. Nevertheless, he put the Serbian issue
within the Yugoslav framework in this discussion since he believed that
Yugoslav reciprocity was necessary, which was evidently present in his
work in recent years, i.e. starting from the annexation crisis and also re-
sulting from the fact that the Serbs and Serbia were feeling increasingly
threatened by Austria-Hungary.

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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Stojan Novakovi}

LIFE

STOJAN NOVAKOVI] WAS ONE OF THE
most prominent representatives of Serbian enlightened circles in the
second half of the nineteenth century. He came from the generation of
Serbian youth that showed in the sixties, as it was inspired by the ro-
manticism, that it would fight for highlighting supreme spiritual values
and that it would, inspired by the past, enter the politics early to bring to
an end the liberation of Serbs, initiated by the First Serbian Uprising. As
a philologist who had already achieved good results following the comple-
tion of Lyceum studies, historian who was productive his whole life, sug-
gestive political author and a memoirist, and then he was for over fifty
years in the civil service firstly as a head of cultural institutions, teacher
at high school and professor at Grande École, committed politician
since his youth, political party leader, member of Parliament, Minister,
Prime Minister, Ambassador, diplomat, leader of diplomatic missions –
all of this is a sufficient evidence of how tireless he was both in the field
of science and practical politics.

He was born in [abac in 1842, where he start-
ed going to school and then he continued his education in Belgrade. He
completed Grammar school, and afterwards Legal Department studies
of the Belgrade Lyceum, where the philologist \ura Dani~i} was a pro-
fessor at that time, who exerted great influence on Novakovi}, aroused
his interest in philology and stimulated his engagement in scientific work.
As a scientist, Novakovi} was creator of philological and historiographic
studies having timeless values. As a politician and one of the leaders of
the Progressive (Conservative) Party he was a person of high moral char-
acter who never placed his party affiliation ahead of loyal performing
of service. Being the Minister of Education several times, he was creator
of new educational laws and initiator of reforms which secured to him
an inescapable place in the establishment of primary and secondary
schools in Serbia having the highest possibilities for education. He was
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also a statesman who dedicated a great deal of his work to building the
place and role of Serbia in the international relations and to the realisa-
tion of ideas on liberation and unification of all fragments of Serbian peo-
ple. For instance, he surprised many people by showing his strength when
implementing the national programme as Prime Minister in 1895–1896
and turning against Austria-Hungary in the foreign policy. As Prime
Minister of the broad-based government in 1909, he honourably took
Serbia out of the international crisis caused by the annexation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina whilst as a diplomatic representative of Serbia in Con-
stantinople, Paris and Saint Petersburg, in the period of roughly 14 years,
he was one of the most agile representatives of general Serbian interests.
He defended the rights of Serbs in the regions still held in captivity with
his energetic attitude and he bound firmly their best representatives from
Old Serbia, parts of Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina with Serbia.
He was a reputed Serbian delegate at international conferences, and
later on an ardent fighter in the role of an elected Member of Parliament
in several convocations of the National Assembly. In addition, he was a
professor at the Grande École, active or honorary member in various as-
sociations, magazine editorial offices and the President of the Serbian
Literary Cooperative since its establishment.

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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Šabac, Kara|or|eva Street
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Certificate of merit composed by the Council of the Belgrade grammar school
intended for Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s baptismal name) 
for top marks in the fifth grade, Belgrade, 29 June 1858 (AS, SN–1)
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“Notes” – the diary belonging to Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s 
baptismal name), pupil of the sixth grade of Belgrade grammar school, 
Belgrade, 25 October 1858 – 10 July 1859 (AS, SN–689)
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Certificate of merit belonging to Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s 
baptismal name) for the first, second and the third grade of Lyceum, 

Belgrade, 30 June 1863 (AS, SN–2)

Stojan Novakovi}, 1862 (IMS, F 7855)
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Formal decision on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a civil servant in the Ministry of Finance,
Belgrade, 13 August 1863 (AS, SN–3)
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Belgrade, the second half of the 19th century (MGB Ur 3926)
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Formal decision on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a teacher in the Belgrade grammar school,
Belgrade, 1 August 1866 (AS, SN–5)
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Stojan Novakovi}’s wife, Jela Kujund`i}, Milan Kujund`i} Aberdar’s sister,
Belgrade, 1863 (IMS, F 7852)

Stojan Novakovi} (AS, SN–2439)
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Tax records belonging to Stojan Novakovi} 
related to the payment of property taxes 
to the municipality of Popovi}, 1889–1895 
(AS, SN–70)
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Passport belonging to Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Saint Petersburg, 
2 May 1905 (AS, SN–46)
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Stojan Novakovi} (IMS, F 5014)

Jela Novakovi}, Stojan Novakovi}’s wife, 1897 (IMS, F 7854)
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Stojan Novakovi}’s countryhouse named “Miomir” on Top~ider hill in Belgrade
(AS, SN–2490)
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Stojan Novakovi} with his wife Jela and his son Mileta, 
Kuokkala, 4 July 1904 (IMS, F 8905)

Visiting card belonging to Stojan Novakovi} and his wife Jela Novakovi} 
(AS, SN–2522)
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Decree honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of Education, 
with the Russian order of St. Stanislaus of the second degree, 
Saint Petersburg, 23 December 1880 (AS, SN–30)
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Decree of King Milan Obrenovi} on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, 
Minister of Interior, with the Order of the Saint Sava, First Class, 
Belgrade, 7 February 1884 (AS, SN–32)
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Berat of Sultan Abdul Hamid II on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, 
Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, with the First Class Order of the Medjidie, 
Constantinople, 29 June 1888 (AS, SN–36)
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Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenovi} on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, 
Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, with the Second Class Order of Milo{ the Great,
Belgrade, 11 April 1899 (AS, SN–40)

Certificate on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Paris, 
with the French National Order of the Legion of Honour, 
Paris, 16 November 1900 (AS, SN–41)
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Stojan Novakovi}

SCIENTIST

STOJAN NOVAKOVI] CREATED PROLIFIC
scientific work. He entered into all national disciplines with equal curios-
ity desiring to learn as much as possible and to present the results of his
research. It was difficult to think of an important topic in the area of
philology, history of literature and history he was not interested in. He
left behind several hundreds of known bibliographical units, while it is
difficult to define his authorship for many since he did not put his sig-
nature or he inserted a code instead. 

His first scientific works in the area of langu-
age and literature presented him as the most talented student of a great
philologist \ura Dani~i}. Those were noted articles published in the
journals Vidovdan (St. Vitus’s Day) and Vila (Fairy). They presented only
the preparation for his writing of The History of Serbian Literature in 1867,
whilst two years later he also wrote The Serbian Bibliography of Modern
Literature 1741–1867. Afterwards his other works also followed each
other which was an indication of his eternal love for that scientific field. 

Novakovi}’s permanent preoccupation was
also the studying of the Serbian past. His commenced his activities in
this field by publishing sources for the medieval history. Nevertheless, he
was especially interested in the fall of the medieval Serbian state; there-
fore he wanted to study it more thoroughly. He invested most time in
the studying of the First Serbian Uprising. He presented his results in
this area best in the writing titled The Resurrection of the Serbian State,
which was estimated as one of the most significant works of the Serbian
historiography. He was also preoccupied with contemporary issues, in-
ternal circumstances in Serbia, problems in the European part of Turkey
related to the status of yonder Serbs. He put forward his impressions on
the policy of Balkan forces and the relations between the Balkan states. He
published several works having a memoir character when writing about
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events in which he participated personally or witnessed them directly.
Stojan Novakovi} was a member of reputed scientific institutions. He
became member of the Serbian Learned Society in 1865, Serbian Royal
Academy in 1887 and then he finally became its president (1906–1915).
He was appointed member of the Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and Arts
(1870), corresponding member of the Imperial St. Petersburg Academy of
Sciences (1877), foreign member of the Czech Academy of Sciences
(1901), corresponding member of the French Academy of Sciences
(1913). He was also an associate of several scientific societies and a
friend to numerous prominent scientists in the country and abroad.

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a full member of the Serbian Learned Society,
Belgrade, 14 November 1865 (AS, SN–18)

Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a corresponding 
member of the Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and Arts, 

Zagreb, 24 October 1870 (AS, SN–21)
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Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a corresponding member of the Russian Academy
of Sciences in Saint Petersburg, Saint Petersburg, 12 February 1877 (AS, SN–24)

Letter composed by the French Academy of Sciences concerning 
the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as its corresponding member, 

Paris, 26 April 1913 (AS, SN–29)
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Decree on the reappointment of Stojan Novakovi} 
as President of the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences, 
Kragujevac, 13 January 1915 (AS, MPs, 1915, F I, r 71)

Belgrade, Theatrical Square around 1900 (MGB Ur 2101)
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Stojan Novakovi}’s pass for the International Congress of Comparative History
at the universal exposition in Paris in the year 1900 (AS, SN–51)

Draft of Stojan Novakovi}’s request concerning the research in 
the Russian archives, Saint Petersburg, October 1901 (AS, SN–52)
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“Ressurection of the Serbian State”, historical study written 
by Stojan Novakovi} on the First Serbian Uprising, 
Saint Petersburg, October 1903 (AS, SN–506)

Stojan Novakovi}’s writing “What is Stanak in Du{an’s Code” (AS, SN–511)
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Draft of the writing composed by Stojan Novakovi}’s on Saint’s Day (AS, SN–540)
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Excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the Kosovo battle (SN–626)
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Excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the settling of the Slavs in the
Balkans, on the Serbs and South Slavs (AS, SN–630)

“The Settlement of Belgraders in 1521 in Constantinople and their St. Mary’s
Assumption Church”, an article written by Stojan Novakovi} (AS, PO, V/100)
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Decree on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as professor of Slavic and Serbian literature 
at the Grande école, Belgrade, 17 February 1876 (AS, SN–8)
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Belgrade, Vasina Street and Students’ park around 1900 (MGB Ur 519)
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Article composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Serbian or Croatian Language?”
published in the journal Videlo, 2 October 1891 (AS, SN–665)

Note composed by Stojan Novakovi}
titled “Slavic Dialectology” 
(AS, SN–675)
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Novel composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Monk and Brigand” (AS, SN–683)
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Discussion composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the oldest manuscripts 
in the Serbian literature (SN–712)
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Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the textbook “Elementary Reader
and New Orthography in the Principality of Serbia” (AS, SN–760)
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Poster for the theatre play “Montenegrins”, made by Stojan Novakovi}, 
performed on 2 April 1863 (AS, SN–2530)
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Invitation made by Matica Srpska [for Stojan Novakovi}], 
asking for cooperation on its editions, Novi Sad, 10 July 1879 (AS, SN–1106)

Decree on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a librarian in the National Library and the guardian 
of the National Museum, Belgrade, 31 October 1873 (AS, SN–7)
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Letter written by Stojan M. Proti} addressed to Stojan Novakovi} concerning the membership 
in the Serbian Literary Cooperative, Belgrade, 29 April 1892 (AS, SN–810)
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Draft of the Serbian Literary Cooperative Rules – composed by Stojan Novakovi}
(AS, SN–826)
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Poster – invitation made by Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Literary
Cooperative to the citizens of Serbia related to the purchase of books, 
Belgrade, 30 April 1892 (AS, MPs, 1898, F VII, r 199)

Belgrade, Prince Mihailo Street around 1900 (MGB Ur 2096)
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Official letter composed by the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences 
concerning the development of the Yugoslav Encyclopaedic Dictionary,
Belgrade, 8 September 1910 (AS, SN–791)
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Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences, 
proposes University Professors Pavle Popovi} and Jovan Skerli} 
to arrange the works written by Dositej Obradovi}, 
Belgrade, 20 December 1910 (AS, MPs, 1911, F LX, r 112)
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Stojan Novakovi}

POLITICIAN

STOJAN NOVAKOVI] WAS INSEPARABLY
connected with the politics for fifty years. As a youngster he participated
in 1866 in the establishment of the United Serb Youth, an organization
whose main task was to awake national consciousness of the Serbs.
Following the adoption of the 1869 Constitution and the establishment
of division into liberals and conservatives, he chose liberals who were
led by Jovan Risti}. He was appointed Minister of Education in Risti}’s
Government in 1873. As of 1874, he chose conservatives having in their
cabinets again the position of the Minister of Education.

He was one of the founders of the Progressive
(Conservative) party in 1881. He participated in the drawing up of the
Statute and launching of its journal Videlo (Revelation). He served as
Minister of the Interior in the Progressive Government led by Milutin
Gara{anin in the period 1884–1885. Through all those years, primarily
as Minister of Education, he advocated the adoption of laws that would
introduce significant educational reforms. He collided with the official
church hierarchy and the archbishop Mihailo. In addition, he incessantly
encouraged the improvement of cultural and educational activities
amongst the Serbs in Old Serbia and Macedonia. He abandoned Gara-
{anin’s Government in 1885 since he believed that the previous Austro-
phile orientation of Serbia ought to be abandoned and closer relations
with Russia ought to be established. As of 1886, Novakovi} devoted him-
self to diplomatic activities for several years to switch to politics again
following his retirement in 1905, primarily as a Progressive Party MP in
the National Assembly, struggling until his death, in 1915, for the streng-
thening of the role of the Parliament in the political life of the country.
He was one of the most uncompromising supporters of the liberation of
the Serbs and resolving of the Eastern Question. He confirmed that not
only through his parliamentary interpellations and discussions but also
by appearances in the public of Serbia. He expressed himself also as a
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writer of serious political texts in the progressive-related press whereby
he expressed special interest in national topics and foreign policy issues.
He incessantly warned of dangerous threats coming from Austria-Hun-
gary and being directed to Serbia and he wholeheartedly advocated un-
derstanding amongst Balkan states. He welcomed the victories of Serbia
in the Balkan wars, while in July 1914, when Austria-Hungary declared
war on Serbia, he was convinced that it was a historical conflict that
presented the only way to resolve the entire Serbian issue. 

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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Stojan Novakovi}’s official letter written to Advanced Female Schools 
on a new syllabus, Belgrade, 14 August 1873 (AS, SN–89)
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Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia 
on the adoption of Amendments to the Law on Grammar Schools, 
introducing the seventh grade, 
Kragujevac, 12 December 1873 (AS, NS, 1873, F I, r 11)
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Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia 
on the adoption of Amendments to the Law on Grande École, 
introducing the appointment of the head of university by Academic Council, 
Kragujevac, 12 December 1873 (AS, NS, 1873, F I, r 4)
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Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia 
on the adoption of Amendments to the Law on Teacher’s School, 
Belgrade, 27 March 1881 (AS, NS, 1881, F I, r 408)

Belgrade, around 1880 (MGB Ur 3752)
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Proposal to the Law on National Library and Museum, 
Belgrade, 1881 (AS, NS, 1881, F I, r 253)

Belgrade, Prince Mihailo Street, the second half of the nineteenth century (MGB Ur 3757)
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Law on Primary Schools, 
Belgrade, 15 December 1882 (AS, NS, 1882, F Ia, r 53)
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Proposal made by Milo{ S. Milojevi}, Principal of Leskovac-based junior high
school to establish 49 Serbian primary schools in Old Serbia and Macedonia, 
Leskovac, 16 February 1883 (AS, SN–97)
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Proposal to the Law on Coat of Arms of the Kingdom of Serbia 
– made by Stojan Novakovi} (AS, SN–297)

Belgrade, in the late nineteenth century (MGB Ur 2095)
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Letters composed by Mina Vukomanovi} Karad`i} addressed to 
Stojan Novakovi} on the assignment of rights of all Vuk Karad`i}’s editions 

to the Government of the Kingdom of Serbia, with regard to the celebration 
of centenary of Vuk Karad`i}’s birth and printing his poems in Vienna, 

Vienna, 18 September – 24 November 1884 (AS, SN–102)
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The request made by Stojan Novakovi} of Milan Piro}anac, 
Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Serbia, to send money for Prizren-
based seminary and the Serbian schools under its administration, 
Belgrade, 10 November 1884 (AS, SN–103)
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“Draft Instructions for the Serbian Bishop in the Hilandar Monastery” 
– made by Stojan Novakovi}, Belgrade, 23 May 1885 (AS, SN–907)
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King Milan Obrenovi}’s lunch invitation to Stojan Novakovi} 
(AS, SN–2376)
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Belgrade, King Milan’s Street in the late nineteenth century (MGB Ur 2090)
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The main voting committee of Podrinje District 
appoints Stojan Novakovi} a Deputy of the National Assembly 

of the Kingdom of Serbia for the period 1893–1895, 
[abac, 5 March 1893 (AS, SN–45)

Stojan Novakovi} (IMS, F 7856)
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Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the circumstances in the Progressive Party, 
3 May 1903 (AS, SN–341)
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Candidate list related to the appointment of Podrinje District Deputies, 
8 September 1903 (AS, SN–343)
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Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the May Coup in 1903 
(AS, SN–463)

Belgrade, Kolar~eva Street around 1900 (MGB Ur 2087)
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“An epistle sent by Mr. Stojan Novakovi} to our political friends 
and everyone willing to hear it”, a Progressive Party’s poster, 
Belgrade, 30 May 1905 (AS, SN–2528)
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Theses composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Yugoslav Problem in the Past 
and in the Present” (AS, SN–580)



Stojan Novakovi}

DIPLOMAT

WHEN FOLLOWING THE UNFORTUNATE
war of Serbia against Bulgaria King Milan Obrenovi} and Serbian state
leadership chose offensive policy toward Turkey and got oriented to-
ward national tasks in order to protect the Serbs in its European part, it
proved necessary to appoint Stojan Novakovi} Serbian Ambassador in
Constantinople as he was one of the best connoisseurs of circumstances
in that part of the Balkans. This is how Novakovi}’s multiannual diplo-
matic activities commenced in Constantinople in 1866. During his first
term of an Ambassador to Turkey, which lasted until 1891, Novakovi}
organized a powerful action related to the protection of Serbian inter-
ests in Old Serbia and parts of Macedonia using legal resources. With
the establishment of Serbian consulates in Skopje and Thessaloniki in
1887, and afterwards in Bitola and Pri{tina in 1889, he created centres
that implemented a comprehensive programme of cultural, educational
and political activities. He made a lot of effort to encourage the open-
ing of Serbian schools and building churches in those regions as well as
to send teachers, schoolbooks and priests as the strongest weapon for
preserving yonder Serbian nationality. He got to know well the conduct
of major powers in Constantinople. After devoting oneself to science and
then to politics and state affairs following 1891 in the period of several
years, he was appointed Ambassador in Constantinople for the second
time in 1897. His main task at that time was to fight for new bishop po-
sitions in Turkey, whereby his personal success was to elect a Serb as a
new archbishop of Skopje. He made great efforts to suppress Albanian
autocracy in Old Serbia. With the assistance of local Serbian consuls he
collected voluminous documentation related to the Albanian violence
against the Serbs, which he presented to the Turkish authorities and re-
presentatives of major powers in Constantinople. In 1900 he was reas-
signed to serve as Ambassador to Paris where he stayed for only several
months, being preoccupied largely with financial issues in order to make
impact on the sale of Serbian bonds at a higher rate on the French money
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market. In November that year he arrived in Saint Petersburg to assume
the position of Ambassador at the request of King Aleksandar. Novakovi}
endeavoured to influence Russian official circles through his advice and
warnings to protect Serbian interests and provide stronger support to
the national tasks of Serbia. He left Saint Petersburg in 1905 completely
overwhelmed by a difficult situation in which Russia found itself owing to
a defeat by Japan and revolution that broke out that year. Stojan Nova-
kovi}’s last diplomatic mission was at a Peace Conference in London in
1812–1813, where following the great victories of Serbian army in the
Balkan wars he struggled boldly as the Serbian Ambassador not to have
the Serbian borders withdrawn too much to the detriment of the Serbs.

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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Decree of King Milan Obrenovi} on the appointment 
of Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, 
as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the first class,
Belgrade, 15 November 1886 (AS, SN–12)

Constantinople, the second half of the 19th century
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Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Discussion with the King” 
related to the policy of major powers on the Eastern Question, 
Belgrade, 1 October 1886 (AS, SN–455)

The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Milutin Gara{anin, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, related to the establishment 

of Serbian consulates in the cities of Skopje and Thessaloniki, 
Constantinople, 28 November 1886 (AS, MID, Ps, C, PO, 1886, F I, r 22)
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An authorisation given to Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Constantinople,
to conclude consular convention with Turkey, 

Belgrade, 22 January 1887 (AS, SN–44)

Stojan Novakovi} wearing a diplomatic uniform (MGB, FI1 1548)
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The letter composed by Stojan Novakovi} and sent to Vladimir Kari}, 
Serbian Consul in Skopje, concerning the printing of elementary reader (bukvar) 
for the Serbian schools situated in Old Serbia and Macedonia, 
restoration of a Serbian church in Pe}, restoration of Monastery De~ani, 
Serbian church in Macedonia, Constantinople, 31 January 1889 (AS, SN–981)
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Report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, concerning the reforms in Macedonia,
Constantinople, 23 January 1899 (AS, MID, PO, 1899, F VI, I/17)
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An invitation for Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, 
to luncheon of the Turkish Sultan Abdul Hamid II in the Yildiz Palace,
Constantinople, 6 June 1899 (AS, SN–2370)

Constantinople, Yildiz Saray, in the late 19th centrury
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Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenovi} on Stojan Novakovi}’s 
appointment as Serbian Envoy in Paris, 

Belgrade, 14 February 1900 (AS, SN–15)

The world exposition in Paris in the year 1900
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The Serbian Pavillion at the world exposition in Paris in the year 1900

The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, concerning the preparation of 
the Serbian Pavillion for the world exposition in Paris in the year 1900, 
Paris, 27 March 1900 (AS, MID, PO, 1900, F VII, P/39)
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Paris, in the late 19th century

The report composed by Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Paris, 
for Aleksa Jovanovi}, Minister of Foreign Affairs, concerning the purchase of
crowns in Paris required for the wedding ceremony of Aleksandar Obrenovi}
and Draga Ma{in, Paris, 17 July 1900 (AS, MID, PO, 1901, F V, K/23)
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Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenovi} on Stojan Novakovi}’s 
appointment as Serbian Envoy in Saint Petersburg, 
Belgrade, 20 October 1900 (AS, SN–16)

Saint Petersburg, in the late 19th century
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The request made by Stojan Novakovi} of Vladimir Lamsdorf, 
Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, related to the mediation according 
to which the Rusian Tsar should have accepted the book in the field of 
Serbian history as a present (AS, SN–2321)

Stojan Novakovi} informs Mihailo Vuji}, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
about the political attitudes of Russia toward the new Serbian Constitution, 
Saint Petersburg, 25 March 1901 (AS, MID, PO, 1901, F III, I/9)
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Stojan Novakovi} carries forward the Russian request according to which 
the Serbian king Petar Kara|or|evi} should dislodge from the court officers
who participated in the May Coup, as a precondition to renew diplomatic 
relations with major powers, Saint Petersburg, 6 March 1904 (AS, SN–179)

Stojan Novakovi} and Miroslav Spalajkovi} in the Serbian Legation 
in Saint Petersburg (AS, SN–2439)
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Stojan Novakovi} with his wife, Members of the Serbian Legation 
in Saint Petersburg and Nikola Zego at the first international exhibition 
of costumes held in Saint Petersburg, 30 March 1903 (IMS F 8904)
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Stojan Novakovi} with his family, Miroslav Spalajkovi}, 
Secretary of the Serbian Legation in Saint Petersburg, and his friends 
in Kuokkala, 4 July 1904 (IMS F 8907)
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Instructions supplied by Nikola Pa{i}, Prime Minister 
in the Government of the Kingdom of Serbia, to Stojan Novakovi}, 

President of the Serbian Delegation at the London Peace Conference, 
Belgrade, 8 January 1913 (AS, SN–249)

Stojan Novakovi}’s pass for the London Peace Conference and representatives of the Balkan states 
at the London Peace Conference, December 1912 (AS, SN–50; IMS F 8902)
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Peace Treaty in London of 17/30 May 1913 concluded between 
the Balkan allies and Turkey, presenting the completion of the First Balkan War.
The signatories of the said Treaty on behalf of Serbia were as follows: 
Stojan Novakovi}, Andra Nikoli}, Milenko Vesni} and Ivan Pavlovi} 
(AS, Collection of Restitutions, F XXVII)





Stojan Novakovi}

STATESMAN

A FULL ENTERING OF STOJAN NOVAKOVI]
into the world of state politics ensued in 1895 when in accordance with
Aleksandar Obrenovi}’s wish, he established the Government and ob-
tained, in addition to the presidential, the department of the Minister
of External Affairs. Serving as Prime Minister in the period 1895–1896,
he made significant moves in the internal and external policy of the
state. Firstly, he alleviated a difficult economic situation by converting
state debts. He dedicated a lot of time to resolving constitutional issues
desiring to develop a Constitution that would consolidate parliamen-
tary system and decrease the authority of the ruler. He parted with mul-
tiannual Austrophile orientation in the foreign policy, he undertook a
number of measures in order to become independent from the Habs-
burg Monarchy and he requested support from Russia in the area of the
most crucial directions of international policy engagement since this is
what was at that time in line with the interests of the state. He made
serious efforts to come closer to other Balkan countries, primarily to
Bulgaria and Montenegro. He was preoccupied with the strengthening of
national activities’ proportions in old Serbia and Macedonia, territories
under Ottoman rule, with the aim of position strengthening of yonder
Serbian people. The last effort in foreign policy, which he made at that
time on behalf of his Government, was a trial to equip Serbia with modern
weapons from Russia. Nevertheless, king Aleksandar toppled Novakovi}’s
Government in December 1896 under pressure from Austria-Hungary. 

He was not involved in politics over a brief
period of time, but he continued shortly his diplomatic activities and
party-related and Assembly activities. He became newly directly in-
volved in state affairs during the Annexation crisis in 1908–1909 when
Austria-Hungary annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina unilaterally. In
January 1909, when the need arose for the Government that would be
accepted by party leaders and that would show unity before the public,
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Novakovi} established a quad-coalition government in order to find a way
out of the crisis since Austria-Hungary, which was joined by Germany,
threatened Serbia to attack it if it did not recognise the existing situa-
tion. Stojan Novakovi} responded in a conciliatory manner and recog-
nised the annexation on the advice of Western allies including France,
England and Russia. Novakovi} confirmed the sobriety and experience
of a statesman in the year of 1914, right after Austria-Hungary declared
war on Serbia, warning that conflicts between parties ought to be avo-
ided and that it was necessary to join forces “with the aim of saving the
country”.

Mihailo VOJVODI]
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An invitation made by King Aleksandar Obrenovi} for Stojan Novakovi} 
to take part in the consulations concerning the formation of a new
Government of the Kingdom of Serbia, Belgrade, 21 June 1895 (AS, SN–1131)
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An invitation for the Prime Minister Stojan Novakovi} 
to take part in the audience with King Aleksandar Obrenovi}, 
Belgrade, 8 July 1895 (AS, SN–2377)
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The Law on Conversion of State Debts, owing to which the economic crisis in
Serbia was alleviated, Belgrade, 8 July 1895 (AS, MID, A, 1895, F XVIII, 3561)

Belgrade, Theatrical Square at the and of the nineteenth century (MGB Ur 6434)
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The Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Kingdom of Serbia 
on the adoption of the Law on Amendments of the Press Law, 
Ni{, 25 April 1895 (AS, MUD, P, 1895, F XXII, r 142)
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Note made by Stojan Novakovi}, Prime Minister, 
on Serbia’s relations with Bulgaria and Montenegro, 
Belgrade, 16 May 1896 (AS, SN–460)

Belgrade, Prince Mihailo Street, beginning with Vuk Karad`i} Street 
in the direction of Terazije around 1900 (MGB Ur 6444)
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Stojan Novakovi} (AS, SN–2439)

Stojan Novakovi} notifies King Peter I Kara|or|evi} 
that he accepts to be Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Serbia, 
Belgrade, 10 February 1909 (AS, VJM, F III)
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Concept of the decision taken by the Government of the Kingdom of Serbia under the presidency 
of Stojan Novakovi} on the acceptance of the Austro-Hungarian annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
as recommended by major powers, Belgrade, 17 March 1909 (AS, SN–85)



CORRESPONDENCE
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\ura Jak{i} writes to Stojan Novakovi} asking from him to send an excerpt 
from his writing “Spahija” to be printed in Vila or another magazine, 
Po`arevac, 18 March 1868 (AS, SN–1512)

\ura Jak{i}
(1832–1878)
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Letter sent by Stojan Novakovi} to Janko [afarik, President of the 
Serbian Learned Society, concerning his journey to Kiev in order to participate
in the Archeological Meeting asking from [afarik to collect the editions 
of the Serbian Learned Society to be taken to that scientific gathering, 
Belgrade, 18 July 1874 (AS, SN–2260)

Janko [afarik
(1814–1876)
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The request made by Stojan Bo{kovi}, Minister of Education, of Stojan Novakovi},
Professor at the Grande École, to examine “The Old-Slavic Language Grammar”
composed for the pupils of junior high school and to express his opinion,
Belgrade, 29 June 1879 (AS, SN–1107)

Stojan Bo{kovi}
(1833–1908)
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Ilarion Ruvarac expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} 
for the expressed opinion concerning one of his works, 
Sremski Karlovci, 30 September/12 October 1879 (AS, SN–2093)

Ilarion Ruvarac
(1832–1905)
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\ura Dani~i}’s private letter to Stojan Novakovi}, 
Zagreb, 24 September 1882 (AS, SN–1300)

\ura Dani~i}
(1825–1882)
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Letter sent by Milutin Gara{anin to Stojan Novakovi} on the status of Progressive
Party and the king’s proposal to resolve political issues during the sessions of the
Parliament, on Jovan Risti} and his cabinet commenting newspaper information
on elections, Vienna, 18/30 January 1884 (AS, SN–1265)

Milutin Gara{anin
(1843–1898)
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Ljubomir Kova~evi}
(1848–1918)

Ljubomir Kova~evi} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about his intention 
to prepare for printing the writing titled “Serbia under Despot Lazar and
Despotitsa Jelena Rule”, which was the subject he already elaborated on for
the lectures given to his pupils, Belgrade, 14 October 1885 (AS, SN–1629)
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Milan Piro}anac
(1837–1897)

Milan Piro}anac writes to Stojan Novakovi} about Serbian-Greek nearing 
and the attitude of Austria-Hungary toward the mentioned issue, about his 
conversation with the king on the topical political situation and the construction
of the rail line through Turkey, Belgrade, 19 December 1886 (AS, SN–1990)
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Vladimir Kari} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about the activities related 
to the works “Serbia” and “Geography of Serbia and the Balkan Peninsula”. 
He sends him an ethnographic map, presenting an integral part to “Serbia” 
requiring his opinion about it, Opatija, 24 December 1886 (AS, SN–1584)

Vladimir Kari}
(1848–1894)
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Konstantin Jire~ek expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the book
“The Last Brankovi}s 1456–1502”, where he provides information 
on the Brankovi} family, Serbian despots, their relations with Dubrovnik, 
Prague, 3 May 1887 (AS, SN–1530)

Konstantin Jire~ek
(1854–1918)
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Milan Kujund`i} Aberdar writes to Stojan Novakovi} on the issues related to
the Serbian church, situation in the Academy, attitude of liberals and radicals
to the Queen Natalija, Jovan Risti} and holding the Assembly in Belgrade,
Belgrade, 22 October 1887 (AS, SN–2303)

Milan Kujund`i}
Aberdar (1842–1893)
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Letter written by Vatroslav Jagi} to Stojan Novakovi} 
where he expresses his gratitude because of the publishing of Novakovi}’s
writing titled “The Legal Code of Serbian Tsar Stefan Du{an”, 
Vienna, 2/14 October 1889 (AS, SN–1455)

Vatroslav Jagi}
(1838–1923)
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^edomilj Mijatovi}
(1842–1932)

^edomilj Mijatovi} expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the book 
“The Serbs and the Turks in the 14th and the 15th Century” providing 
his opinion on the writing and his reflections on Serbia and the Serbs, 
Bath, 15/27 October 1893 (AS, SN–1780) 
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King Milan Obrenovi}
(1854–1901)

King Milan Obrenovi} asks from Stojan Novakovi} to explain whether 
Prince Milo{ Obrenovi} has ever had the title of supreme leader (vo`d), 
Vienna, 20 July 1897 (AS, SN–1797)
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Jovan Cviji}
(1865–1927)

Jovan Cviji} writes to Stojan Novakovi} on his research work 
in Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
@abljak, 25 August 1897 (AS, SN–2237)
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Letter written by Queen Natalija Obrenovi} to Stojan Novakovi} 
on the upbringing of King Aleksandar Obrenovi}, king’s wedding to 
Draga Ma{in and attitude of Russia toward the king’s marriage, 
Biarritz, 22 July/3 August [1900] (AS, SN–1885)

Queen Natalija
Obrenovi}
(1859–1941)
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Mihailo Gavrilovi}
(1868–1924)

Mihailo Gavrilovi}, Director of State Archives, writes to Stojan Novakovi} 
on the plan to issue documents in the field of Serbian history that are kept in
the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the National Archives in Paris. 
He informs him that he has commenced organising the State Archives 
putting forward the problems he encounters (AS, SN–1262)
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Miroslav Spalajkovi}
(1869–1951)

Miroslav Spalajkovi} informs Stojan Novakovi} about the relation of foreign
countries to Serbia during the Interim Government following the May Coup
and the writing of Russian newspapers with regard to the events in Serbia,
Saint Petersburg, 14 June 1903 (AS, SN–2129)
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Slobodan Jovanovi} expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for 
the debate “About Cities and Squares in the Middle Ages” providing his opinion. 
He writes about the situation following the May Coup of 29 May 1903 
and the peoples’ mood, Belgrade, 30 May 1903 (AS, SN–1569)

Slobodan Jovanovi}
(1869–1958)
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Valtazar Bogi{i} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about the supporting 
of his plan to publish historical sources informing him about the lectures 
given by Émile Haumant, Professor of Slavistics at the Sorbonne, 
Paris, [1906] (AS, SN–1171)

Valtazar Bogi{i}
(1834–1908)
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Vladan \or|evi}
(1844–1930)

Letter written by Vladan \or|evi} to Stojan Novakovi}, Prime Minister 
of Serbian Government, about the attitude of Russia toward the annexation 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the secret agreement signed between Russia
and Austria-Hungary, Vienna, 1 March 1909 (AS, SN–1391)
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Stojan Novakovi} informs Petar I Kara|or|evi} that the Crown Prince \or|e
renounced all the rights and prerogatives pertaining to him in accordance 
with the Constitution, Belgrade, 12 March 1909 (AS, VJM, F III)

King Petar I
Kara|or|evi}
(1844–1921)
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Nikola Pa{i} informs Stojan Novakovi} about the composition of the new 
Serbian Government requesting from him to make an agreement about his trip, 
Belgrade, 11 October 1909 (AS, SN–1944)

Nikola Pa{i}
(1845–1926)
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Stojan Novakovi} writes to Ljubomir Stojanovi} about the displacement 
of archival records pertaining to the State Archives and the Archives 
of the Serbian Royal Academy from Belgrade to the interior of Serbia 
during the First World War, Ni{, 17 December 1914 (ASANU, IZ, 12704/26)



Stojan Novakovi}’s seal and monogram



“To Stojan Novakovi}”, Aleksa [anti}, Bosanska Vila, No. 1, 1912
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Article about Stojan Novakovi} 
in the first issue of Nova Iskra of 1 January 1899
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Resolution made by the Ministerial Council of the Kingdom of Serbia 
to bury Stojan Novakovi} at the expense of the state, 
Ni{, 4 February 1915 (MID, B, 1915, k. 209, II, No. 6)
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Programme of Stojan Novakovi}’s funeral, 
5 February 1915 in Ni{ (AS, LJK, 1037)
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Article about the transfer of Stojan Novakovi}, Radomir Putnik, 
Andra Nikoli}’s mortal remains to Belgrade New Cemetary… 
Politika, 8 November 1926

Stojan Novakovi}’s tomb at Belgrade New Cemetary





THE LIST OF EXHIBITS

Personal Documents and the First Engagements

– Uro{ Predi}, Portrait of Stojan Novakovi}, 1920, oil painting, 1200 × 940 mm,
sign. d.l: UP/1920, the authors’s gift, SASA art collection

– The marks of Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s baptismal name), the pupil
of the third grade in the school year 1855/1856 on the list of pupils attending
[abac-based semi-grammar school (AS, MPs, 1856, F V, r 101)

– [abac, Kara|or|eva Street (photograph)
– Certificate of merit composed by the Council of the Belgrade grammar school

intended for Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s baptismal name) for top
marks in the fifth grade, Belgrade, 29 June 1858 (AS, SN–1)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s diary of 1858 (AS, SN–688)
– [abac, dock on the Sava River (photograph)
– Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s baptismal name), the pupil of the sixth

grade of the Belgrade grammar school, on the list of scholarship holders in the
the school year 1858/59 (AS, MPs, 1859, F VII, r 34)

– “Notes” – the diary belonging to Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s baptismal
name), pupil of the sixth grade of Belgrade grammar school, Belgrade, 25
October 1858 – 10 July 1859 (AS, SN–689)

– Stojan Novakovi}, 1862 (photograph, IMS, F 7855)
– Certificate of merit belonging to Kosta Novakovi} (Stojan Novakovi}’s baptismal

name) for the first, second and the third grade of Lyceum, Belgrade, 30 June
1863 (AS, SN–2)

– Formal decision on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a civil servant in
the Ministry of Finance, Belgrade, 13 August 1863 (AS, SN–3)

– Belgrade, the second half of the 19th century (photograph, MGB Ur 3926)
– Formal decision on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a teacher in the

Belgrade grammar school, Belgrade, 1 August 1866 (AS, SN–5)
– Stojan Novakovi}’s wife, Jela Kujund`i}, Milan Kujund`i} Aberdar’s sister, Bel-

grade, 1863 (photograph, IMS, F 7852)
– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, AS, SN–2439)
– Belgrade, Old Palace, the second half of the nineteenth century (photograph,

MGB I1 214)
– Tax records belonging to Stojan Novakovi} related to the payment of property

taxes to the municipality of Popovi}, 1889–1895 (AS, SN–70)
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– Passport belonging to Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Saint Petersburg, 2
May 1905 (AS, SN–46)

– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, IMS, F 5014)
– Jela Novakovi}, Stojan Novakovi}’s wife, 1897 (photograph, IMS, F 7854)
– Stojan Novakovi}’s countryhouse named “Miomir” on Top~ider hill in Belgrade

(photograph, AS, SN–2490)
– Stojan Novakovi} with his wife Jela and his son Mileta, Kuokkala, 4 July 1904

(photograph, IMS, F 8905)
– Visiting card belonging to Stojan Novakovi} and his wife Jela Novakovi} (AS,

SN–2522)

Nominations

– Decree honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of Education, with the Russian
order of St. Stanislaus of the second degree, Saint Petersburg, 23 December
1880 (AS, SN–30)

– Decree of King Milan Obrenovi} on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of
Education, with the Third Class Order of the White Eagle, Belgrade, 22 February
1883 (AS, SN–31)

– Decree of King Milan Obrenovi} on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of
Interior, with the Order of the Saint Sava, First Class, Belgrade, 7 February 1884
(AS, SN–32)

– Notification for Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of the Interior, on the awarding of
the Austro-Hungarian Order of Iron Crown, First Class, Vienna, 16 June 1884
(AS, SN–33)

– Berat of Sultan Abdul Hamid II on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy
in Constantinople, with the First Class Order of the Medjidie, Constantinople,
29 June 1888 (AS, SN–36)

– Berat of Sultan Abdul Hamid II on honouring Stojan Novakovi} with the First
Class Order of Osmanieh, Constantinople, 13 May 1893 (AS, SN–38)

– Decree of Montenegrin Prince Nikola Petrovi} Njego{ on honouring Stojan
Novakovi}, Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of
Serbia, with the Order of Prince Danilo I, Cetinje, 3 February 1896 (AS, SN–38a)

– Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenovi} on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian
Envoy in Constantinople, with the Second Class Order of Milo{ the Great, Bel-
grade, 11 April 1899 (AS, SN–40)

– Certificate on honouring Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Paris, with the
French National Order of the Legion of Honour, Paris, 16 November 1900 (AS,
SN–41)
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Membership in the Academies of Science and Scientific Associations 

– Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a full member of the
Serbian Learned Society, Belgrade, 14 November 1865 (AS, SN–18)

– Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a corresponding mem-
ber of the Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and Arts, Zagreb, 24 October 1870
(AS, SN–21)

– Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a corresponding mem-
ber of the Russian Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg, Saint Petersburg,
12 February 1877 (AS, SN–24) 

– Certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a member of the
Serbian Archeological Society, Belgrade, 24 January 1884 (AS, SN–25)

– Cover letter in which the certificate on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi}
as a member of the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences was sent, Belgrade, 10
May 1890 (AS, SN–27) 

– Letter composed by the French Academy of Sciences concerning the appoint-
ment of Stojan Novakovi} as its corresponding member, Paris, 26 April 1913
(AS, SN–29) 

– Belgrade, Theatrical Square around 1900 (photograph, MGB Ur 2101)
– Decree on the reappointment of Stojan Novakovi} as President of the Serbian

Royal Academy of Sciences, Kragujevac, 13 January 1915 (AS, MPs, 1915, F I,
r 71)

Historian

– Stojan Novakovi}’s pass for the International Congress of Comparative History
at the universal exposition in Paris in the year 1900 (AS, SN–51)

– Draft of Stojan Novakovi}’s request concerning the research in the Russian
archives and the approval of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Saint
Petersburg, October–November 1901 (AS, SN–52)

– Letter composed by Arsenije Pajevi}’s Publishing Bookshop and Printing
House in Novi Sad concerning the bills for printing of his books and Stojan
Novakovi}’s statement of accounts, Novi Sad, 3 February 1896 (AS, SN–54)

– “Ressurection of the Serbian State”, historical study written by Stojan Novako-
vi} on the First Serbian Uprising, Saint Petersburg, October 1903 (AS, SN–506)

– The concept of Stojan Novakovi}’s advertisement required for the third edition
of his book “Resurrection of the Serbian State” (ASANU, IZ, 10947/56)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s writing “What is Stanak in Du{an’s Code” (AS, SN–511)
– Stojan Novakovi}’s writing “The Text of I~ko’s Peace” (AS, SN–513)
– “People and the Country in the Old Serbian State”, a study written by Stojan

Novakovi} (AS, SN–517)
– “The Settlement of Belgraders in 1521 in Constantinople and their St. Mary’s

Assumption Church”, an article written by Stojan Novakovi} (AS, PO, V/100)
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– Draft of the writing composed by Stojan Novakovi}’s on Saint’s Day (AS, SN–540)
– Notes and excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on Byzantine culture (AS,

SN–556) 
– Notes and excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the monasteries: Gornjak,

Hilandar, St. Naum, Our Lady of Ljevi{, Ra~a… (AS, SN–594) 
– Excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the settling of the Slavs in the

Balkans, on the Serbs and South Slavs (AS, SN–630)
– Excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on Cyril and Methodius (AS, SN–633) 
– Excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the Kosovo battle (SN–626)
– Excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the Turkish invasion of the Balkans

(AS, SN–645)

Philologist and Writer

– Decree on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as professor of Slavic and
Serbian literature at the Grande école, Belgrade, 17 February 1876 (AS, SN–8)

– Belgrade, Vasina Street and Students’ park around 1900 (photograph, MGB Ur
519)

– Poster for the theatre play “Montenegrins”, made by Stojan Novakovi}, perfor-
med on 2 April 1863 (AS, SN–2530)

– Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the textbook “Elementary
Reader and New Orthography in the Principality of Serbia” (AS, SN–760)

– Article composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Serbian or Croatian Language?”
published in the journal Videlo, 2 October 1891 (AS, SN–665)

– Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Slavic Dialectology” (AS, SN–675)
– Novel composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Monk and Brigand” (AS, SN–683)
– Discussion composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the oldest manuscripts in the

Serbian literature (SN–712)
– Notes and excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on Vuk Karad`i} (AS, SN–733)
– Notes and excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on Dositej Obradovi} (AS,

SN–735)
– Notes and excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on Njego{ (AS, SN–737)
– Notes and excerpts composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the old Serbian manu-

scripts (AS, SN –738)
– Proposal made by Stojan Novakovi} to Ljubomir Jovanovi}, Minister of Educa-

tion, to prepare the 12th edition of Serbian folk poetry on Kosovo as all of
them were sold out, Belgrade, 3 February 1914 (AS, SN–1561)

Cultural activities 

– Stojan Novakovi}’s proposal and draft concerning the establishment of the
Serbian Historical and Ethnographic Museum, Belgrade, 22 August 1872
(Library of the Archives of Serbia, 069 N)
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– Decree on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a librarian in the National
Library and the guardian of the National Museum, Belgrade, 31 October 1873
(AS, SN–7)

– Draft of the request made by Stojan Novakovi}, a librarian in the National
Library and the guardian of the National Museum, to the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Clerical Issues to approve his study visit abroad (AS, SN–72)

– Invitation made by Matica Srpska [for Stojan Novakovi}], asking for coopera-
tion on its editions, Novi Sad, 10 July 1879 (AS, SN –1106)

– Invitation made by Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Literary Coope-
rative, to the meeting for all the members of the Committee with the aim of
developing of the Draft of the Serbian Literary Cooperative Statute, Belgrade,
30 March 1892 (AS, SN–807)

– Invitation made by Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Literary Coope-
rative, to the members to attend the first regular meeting, Belgrade, 27 April
1892 (AS, SN–809)

– Draft of the Serbian Literary Cooperative Rules – composed by Stojan Novako-
vi} (AS, SN–826) 

– Letter written by Stojan M. Proti} addressed to Stojan Novakovi} concerning
the membership in the Serbian Literary Cooperative, Belgrade, 29 April 1892
(AS, SN–810)

– Poster – invitation made by Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Literary
Cooperative to the citizens of Serbia related to the purchase of books, Belgrade,
30 April 1892 (AS, MPs, 1898, F VII, r 199)

– Belgrade, Prince Mihailo Street around 1900 (photograph, MGB Ur 2096)
– Jovan Bu}in, Serbian Orthodox rector, informs Stojan Novakovi}, President of

the Serbian Literary Cooperative, about the activities he performed as a con-
fidant of the Serbian Literary Cooperative, Dubrovnik, 25 May 1892 (AS,
SN–814)

– Letter composed by Sima Mirkovi}, President of the Serbian Literary Associa-
tion “Srbadija” in Graz, to the management of the Serbian Literary Cooperative,
which expresses the delight of the Association due to the establishment of the
Cooperative and its objectives. He also sends his contribution, Graz, 19 June/2
July 1892 (AS, SN–818)

– Proposal made by Stojan Novakovi} to the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences
to commence with the collecting of material for the Academy Serbian dicti-
onary and to establish Lexicographic Department in the Academy, Belgrade, 5
April 1893 (Library of the Archives of Serbia, 06 N)

– Letter sent by Stojan Novakovi} to the Serbian Literary Cooperative concerning
the sending of his manuscript “The Serbian Book, its Vendors and Readers in the
19th Century” intended to be published, Constantinople, 1 October 1899 (AS,
SN–824)

– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, MGB KI1 1246)
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– Official letter composed by the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences concerning
the development of the Yugoslav Encyclopaedic Dictionary, Belgrade, 8 Sep-
tember 1910 (AS, SN–791)

– Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences, propo-
ses University Professors Pavle Popovi} and Jovan Skerli} to arrange the works
written by Dositej Obradovi}, Belgrade, 20 December 1910 (AS, MPs, 1911, F
LX, r 112)

– Greeting card sent by Ljubomir Jovanovi}, Minister of Education, to Stojan No-
vakovi} on the occassion of reappointment as the President of the Serbian Royal
Academy of Sciences, Belgrade, 11 February 1912 (AS, SN–794)

– Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Royal Academy of Sciences, informs
academician Ljubomir Stojanovi}, that he has been appointed Secretary of the
Royal Academy of Sciences, Belgrade, 29 March 1912 (ASANU, IZ, 12704/2)

– Ljubomir Jovanovi}, Minister of Education and Clerical Issues, notifies Stojan
Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Royal Academy, of approving of the pro-
posal on printing of the 12th edition of Serbian folk poetry concerning the battle
of Kosovo, as of editions belonging to the state printing house, Belgrade, 6
February 1914 (AS, SN–1562)

Minister of Education (1873–1875 and 1880–1883)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s official letter written to Advanced Female Schools on a new
syllabus, Belgrade, 14 August 1873 (AS, SN–89)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s official letter written to all grammar schools, semi-grammar
schools and general-programme secondary schools on the syllabus reform,
Belgrade, 14 August 1873 (AS, SN–90)

– Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia on the
adoption of Amendments to the Law on Teacher Training School, Kragujevac,
3 December 1873 (AS, NS, 1873, F I, r 5)

– Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia on the
adoption of Amendments to the Law on Seminary, Kragujevac, 3 December 1873
(AS, NS, 1873, F I, r 5)

– Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia on the
adoption of Amendments to the Law on Grammar Schools, introducing the
seventh grade, Kragujevac, 12 December 1873 (AS, NS, 1873, F I, r 11)

– Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia on the
adoption of Amendments to the Law on Grande École, introducing the appoint-
ment of the head of university by Academic Council, Kragujevac, 12 December
1873 (AS, NS, 1873, F I, r 4)

– Report of the Commission on the renovation of the Belgrade-based National
Theatre for Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of Education, Belgrade, 26 November
1874 (AS, SN–91)
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– Belgrade, around 1880 (photograph, MGB Ur 3752)
– Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia on the

adoption of Amendments to the Law on Grammar Schools, Belgrade, February
1881 (AS, NS, 1881, F I, r 90)

– Rules on the construction of schools and the school inventory. Defined by Stojan
Novakovi}, Minister of Education, Belgrade, 18 March 1881 (AS, MPs, 1899, F
XXIV, r 1)

– Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Principality of Serbia on the
adoption of Amendments to the Law on Teacher’s School, Kragujevac, Belgrade,
27 March 1881 (AS, NS, 1881, F I, r 408)

– Belgrade, Prince Mihailo Street, the second half of the nineteenth century
(photograph, MGB Ur 3757)

– The speech given by Stojan Novakovi} in the National Assembly during the
debate on the Law on Teachers’ Salaries, Belgrade, 31 March 1881 (AS, NS, 1881,
F I, r 89)

– Proposal to the Law on National Library and Museum, Belgrade, 1881 (AS, NS,
1881, F I, r 253)

– An oath taken by Stojan Novakovi}, Minister of Education, to king Milan Obre-
novi}, Belgrade, 27 February 1882 (MIA[, PO 349)

– Concept of Stojan Novakovi}’s order regarding the organization of Prizren-
based seminary (AS, SN–94)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s speech on the occasion of unveiling Prince Mihailo monu-
ment, Belgrade, 6 December 1882 (Library of the Archives of Serbia, 9.497.1E N)

– Law on Primary Schools, Belgrade, 15 December 1882 (AS, NS, 1882, F Ia, r 53)
– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, MGB KI 2888a)
– Decree on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as a member of the State

Council of the Kingdom of Serbia, Belgrade, 31 December 1882 (AS, SN–9)
– Proposal made by Milo{ S. Milojevi}, Principal of Leskovac-based junior high

school to establish 49 Serbian primary schools in Old Serbia and Macedonia,
Leskovac, 16 February 1883 (AS, SN–97)

Minister of the Interior (1884–1885)

– Proposal to the Law on Orders and Medals of the Kingdom of Serbia – made by
Stojan Novakovi} (AS, SN–297)

– Belgrade, in the late nineteenth century (photograph, MGB Ur 2095)
– Proposal to the Law on Coat of Arms of the Kingdom of Serbia – made by Stojan

Novakovi} (AS, SN–297)
– Law on Gendarmerie, Ni{, 11 June 1884 (Collection of Laws and Regulations,

No. 40, p. 215)
– Law on Associations and Gatherings, Ni{, 11 June 1884 (Collection of Laws and

Regulations, No. 40, p. 237)
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– Letters composed by Mina Vukomanovi} Karad`i} addressed to Stojan Novakovi}
on the assignment of rights of all Vuk Karad`i}’s editions to the Government
of the Kingdom of Serbia, with regard to the celebration of centenary of Vuk
Karad`i}’s birth and printing his poems in Vienna, Vienna, 18 September – 24
November 1884 (AS, SN–102)

– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, IMS, F 7856)
– The request made by Stojan Novakovi} of Milan Piro}anac, Prime Minister of the

Kingdom of Serbia, to send money for Prizren-based seminary and the Serbian
schools under its administration, Belgrade, 10 November 1884 (AS, SN–103)

– King Milan Obrenovi}’s lunch invitation to Stojan Novakovi} (AS, SN–2376)
– Belgrade, King Milan’s Street in the late nineteenth century (photograph, MGB

Ur 2090)
– Law on Supplementing the Law on the Organisation of Municipalities and

Municipal Authorities, Ni{, 24 April 1885 (AS, MPs, 1885, F XII, r 78)
– Belgrade, Savski trg (Sava Square) and the railway station in the late nineteenth

century (photograph, MGB Ur 2085)
– “Draft Instructions for the Serbian Bishop in the Hilandar Monastery” – made

by Stojan Novakovi}, Belgrade, 23 May 1885 (AS, SN–907)

Politician and Party Leader

– The first convention of Progressive Party (photograph, AS, PO 116–6)
– The main voting committee of Podrinje District appoints Stojan Novakovi} a

Deputy of the National Assembly of the Kingdom of Serbia for the period
1893–1895, [abac, 5 March 1893 (AS, SN–45)

– King Aleksandar Obrenovi}’s telegram sent to Stojan Novakovi} concerning
the Constitution and the composition of the new Government of the Kingdom
of Serbia, Belgrade, 20 March 1901 (AS, SN–164)

– Belgrade, Kolar~eva Street around 1900 (photograph, MGB Ur 2087)
– Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the reforms in Macedonia and the

attitude of Bulgaria concerning that issue, 18 November 1901 (AS, SN–195)
– Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the circumstances in the Progressive

Party, 3 May 1903 (AS, SN–341)
– Candidate list related to the appointment of Podrinje District Deputies, 8

September 1903 (AS, SN–343)
– Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the May Coup in 1903 (AS,

SN–463)
– Agenda from the conference organised by the Progressive Party of 22 May

1905 and the list of central committee members (AS, SN–368)
– “An epistle sent by Mr. Stojan Novakovi} to our political friends and everyone

willing to hear it”, a Progressive Party’s poster, Belgrade, 30 May 1905 (AS,
SN–2528)
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– The concept of the programme defined by the Progressive Party (AS, SN–437)
– “Central Committee of the Serbian Progressive Party to all Serbian brothers

and its voters”, a Progressive Party’s electoral poster, Belgrade, 27 April 1906
(AS, SN–370)

– Draft of the speech given by Stojan Novakovi} in the meeting organised by the
Progressive Party concerning the split in of the party, Belgrade, 7 January 1908
(AS, SN–378)

– Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi} required for the parliamentary debates
on the Austro-Hungarian annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belgrade, 28
September 1908 (AS, SN–447)

– Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi} with regard to the reactions of people in
Serbia on the occasion of the Austro-Hungarian annexation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (AS, SN–476)

– The speech given by Stojan Novakovi} at a banquet organised by the teachers
to Progressive Party members published in the journal Svet of 7 August 1912
(SN–434)

– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, ASANU F 251–1)
– Theses composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the disputes following the First

Balkan War (AS, SN–470)
– Theses composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Yugoslav Problem in the Past and

in the Present” (AS, SN–580)

Envoy in Constantinople 1886–1891 and 1897–1899

– Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} titled “Discussion with the King” related
to the policy of major powers on the Eastern Question, Belgrade, 1 October
1886 (AS, SN–455)

– Constantinople, the second half of the 19th century (photograph)
– Decree of King Milan Obrenovi} on the appointment of Stojan Novakovi},

Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary of the first class, Belgrade, 15 November 1886 (AS, SN–12)

– The first report composed by Stojan Novakovi} following his appointment as
Serbian Envoy in Constantinople on political circumstances in Turkey, Con-
stantinople, 7 November 1886 (AS, MID, Ps, C, PO, 1886, F I, r 10)

– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Milutin Gara{anin, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, related to the establishment of Serbian consulates in the cities
of Skopje and Thessaloniki, Constantinople, 28 November 1886 (AS, MID, Ps,
C, PO, 1886, F I, r 22)

– Stojan Novakovi} wearing a diplomatic uniform (photograph, MGB, FI1 1548)
– An authorisation given to Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Constantinople,

to conclude consular convention with Turkey, Belgrade, 22 January 1887 (AS,
SN–44)
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– Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, required
for the conversation led with the Ecumencial Patriarch Joachim IV, Constanti-
nople, 5 March 1887 (AS, MID, Ps, C, PO, 1887, F I, r 11)

– The transcript of a note composed by Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in
Constantinople, for Said Pasha, Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs, on the
implementation of railway convention, Constantinople, 10 August 1887 (AS,
SN–123)

– Consular convention between Serbia and Turkey, signed in Constantinople on
13/25 December 1888 (AS, MID, Ps, C, PO, 1888, FI, r 51)

– The letter composed by Stojan Novakovi} and sent to Vladimir Kari}, Serbian
Consul in Skopje, concerning the printing of elementary reader (bukvar) for
the Serbian schools situated in Old Serbia and Macedonia, restoration of a
Serbian church in Pe}, restoration of Monastery De~ani, Serbian church in
Macedonia, Constantinople, 31 January 1889 (AS, SN–981)

– Notes composed by Stojan Novakovi} on the sojourn of King Milan Obrenovi}
in Constantinople and his visit to Sultan Abdul Hamid II, Constantinople,
18–30 March 1889 (AS, SN–132)

– Report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Sava Gruji}, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, concerning the printing of textbooks for the Serbian schools situated
in Old Serbia and Macedonia, Constantinople, 9 December 1889 (AS, MID, Ps,
C, PO, 1889, F I, r 88)

– Letter composed by Stojan Novakovi} and sent to Vladimir Kari}, Serbian
Consul in Skopje, concerning the appointment of Serbian bishops in Prizren
and Skopje and concerning the trial to the murderers of Luka Marinkovi},
Serbian Vice-consul in Pri{tina, Constantinople, 21 September 1890 (AS,
SN–1018)

– Letter composed by Stojan Novakovi} and sent to Vladimir Kari}, Serbian Consul
in Skopje, concerning the Serbian schools situated in Old Serbia, Constantino-
ple, 8 April 1891 (AS, SN–1034)

– Report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, concerning the Cretan Question, Constantinople, 17 February 1898
(AS, MID, PO, 1898, F IV, I/31)

– Report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, concerning the Ottoman army, Constantinople, 1 March 1898 (AS,
MID, PO, 1898, F IV, I/31)

– Report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, concerning the reforms in Macedonia, Constantinople, 23
January 1899 (AS, MID, PO, 1899, F VI, I/17)

– An invitation for Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Constantinople, to luncheon
of the Turkish Sultan Abdul Hamid II in the Yildiz Palace, Constantinople, 6
June 1899 (AS, SN–2370) 

– Constantinople, Yildiz Saray, in the late 19th centrury (photograph)
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Envoy in Paris (1900)

– Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenovi} on Stojan Novakovi}’s appointment as
Serbian Envoy in Paris, Belgrade, 14 February 1900 (AS, SN–15)

– Paris, in the late 19th century (photograph)
– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, Minister of

Foreign Affairs, concerning the preparation of the Serbian Pavillion for the
world exposition in Paris in the year 1900, Paris, 27 March 1900 (AS, MID, PO,
1900, F VII, P/39)

– The Serbian Pavillion at the world exposition in Paris in the year 1900 (photo-
graph)

– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, concerning the opening of the world exposition in Paris in the
year 1900, Paris, 2 April 1900 (AS, MID, PO, 1900, F VII, P/39)

– The world exposition in Paris in the year 1900 (photograph)
– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Vladan \or|evi}, Minister of

Foreign Affairs, concerning the visit of Émile Loubet, the French President, to
the Serbian Pavillion at the world exposition in Paris in the year 1900, Paris, 1
June 1900 (AS, MID, PO, 1900, F VII, P/39)

– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Paris, for Aleksa
Jovanovi}, Minister of Foreign Affairs, concerning the purchase of crowns in
Paris required for the wedding ceremony of Aleksandar Obrenovi} and Draga
Ma{in, Paris, 17 July 1900 (AS, MID, PO, 1901, F V, K/23)

Envoy in Saint Petersburg (1900–1905)

– Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenovi} on Stojan Novakovi}’s appointment as
Serbian Envoy in Saint Petersburg, Belgrade, 20 October 1900 (AS, SN–16) 

– Saint Petersburg, in the late 19th century (photograph)
– The request made by Stojan Novakovi} of Vladimir Lamsdorf, Russian Minister

of Foreign Affairs, related to the mediation according to which the Rusian Tsar
should have accepted the book in the field of Serbian history as a present (AS,
SN–2321)

– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} for Aleksa Jovanovi}, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, concerning the illness of the Russian Emperor Nicholas II,
Saint Petersburg, 17 November 1900 (AS, MID, PO, 1900, F III, I/10)

– Stojan Novakovi} and Miroslav Spalajkovi} in the Serbian Legation in Saint
Petersburg (photograph, AS, SN–2439) 

– Stojan Novakovi} informs Mihailo Vuji}, Minister of Foreign Affairs, about the
political attitudes of Russia toward the new Serbian Constitution, Saint Peters-
burg, 25 March 1901 (AS, MID, PO, 1901, F III, I/9)

– Stojan Novakovi}, Serbian Envoy in Saint Petersburg, informs Mihailo Vuji},
Minister of Foreign Affairs, about the visit of Prince Nikola Petrovi} Njego{ of
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Montenegro, to Russia, Saint Petersburg, 22 December 1901 (AS, MID, PO,
1902, F VI, N/4)

– Stojan Novakovi} with his wife, Members of the Serbian Legation in Saint
Petersburg and Nikola Zego at the first international exhibition of costumes
held in Saint Petersburg, 30 March 1903 (photograph, IMS F 8904)

– The report composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the attitude of Vladimir
Lamsdorf, Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, toward the murder of King
Aleksandar Obrenovi}, Saint Petersburg, 31 May 1903 (AS, SN–174)

– Stojan Novakovi} carries forward the Russian request according to which the
Serbian king Petar Kara|or|evi} should dislodge from the court officers who
participated in the May Coup, as a precondition to renew diplomatic relations
with major powers, Saint Petersburg, 6 March 1904 (AS, SN–179)

– Stojan Novakovi} with his family, Miroslav Spalajkovi}, Secretary of the Serbian
Legation in Saint Petersburg, and his friends in Kuokkala, 4 July 1904 (photo-
graph, IMS F 8907)

– Jela Novakovi}, Stojan Novakovi}’s wife, in the lounge of the Serbian Legation
in Saint Petersburg (photograph, AS, SN–2579) 

– The reports composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the events in Russia in
1905, Saint Petersburg, 12 January – 20 February 1905 (AS, MID, PO, 1905 F
III, I/7)

– Diplomatic uniform of the Kingdom of Serbia, in the late 19th century
(Historical Museum of Serbia)

London Peace Conference (1912–1913)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s pass for the London Peace Conference, December 1912
(AS, SN–50) 

– Instructions supplied by Nikola Pa{i}, Prime Minister in the Government of the
Kingdom of Serbia, to Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Delegation
at the London Peace Conference, Belgrade, 8 January 1913 (AS, SN–249)

– Representatives of the Balkan states at the London Peace Conference, 6 De-
cember 1912. The photograph presents: Stefanos Skouloudis (Greece), Stojan
Novakovi} (Serbia), Georgios Streit (Greece), Andra Nikoli} (Serbia), Eleftherios
Venizelos (Greece), Lujo Vojnovi} (Montenegro), Ioannis Gennadios (Greece),
Stojan Danev (Bulgaria), Mihail Mad`arov (Bulgaria), Jovo Popovi} (Monte-
negro), Stefan Paprikov (Bulgaria) and Lazar Miju{kovi} (Montenegro) (pho-
tograph, IMS F 8902)

– Participants, delegation members and guests of the London Peace Conference,
6 December 1912 (photograph, IMS F 8903)

– Note composed by Stojan Novakovi} concerning the Serbian borders following
the First Balkan War, London, 12 January 1913 (AS, SN–250)

– Stojan Novakovi}, President of the Serbian Delegation, reports that an agree-
ment has not been reached at the last session of London Peace Conference
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amongst Serbian, Turkish and Bulgarian representatives, London, 1913 (AS,
SN–267)

– Draft Peace Treaty following the First Balkan War including the comments
made by Stojan Novakovi} (AS, SN–273)

– Peace Treaty in London of 17/30 May 1913 concluded between the Balkan
allies and Turkey, presenting the completion of the First Balkan War. The
signatories of the said Treaty on behalf of Serbia were as follows: Stojan
Novakovi}, Andra Nikoli}, Milenko Vesni} and Ivan Pavlovi} (AS, Collection of
Restitutions, F XXVII) 

Prime Minister (1895–1896 and 1909)

– An invitation made by King Aleksandar Obrenovi} for Stojan Novakovi} to
take part in the consulations concerning the formation of a new Government
of the Kingdom of Serbia, Belgrade, 21 June 1895 (AS, SN–1131)

– An invitation for the Prime Minister Stojan Novakovi} to take part in the audi-
ence with King Aleksandar Obrenovi}, Belgrade, 8 July 1895 (AS, SN–2377)

– The Law on Conversion of State Debts, owing to which the economic crisis in
Serbia was alleviated, Belgrade, 8 July 1895 (AS, MID, A, 1895, F XVIII, 3561)

– Belgrade, Theatrical Square at the and of the nineteenth century (photograph,
MGB Ur 6434)

– The Resolution made by the National Assembly of the Kingdom of Serbia on
the adoption of the Law on Amendments of the Press Law, Ni{, 25 April 1895
(AS, MUD, P, 1895, F XXII, r 142)

– Draft of the Law on Investigatory Powers, Belgrade, 27 April 1895 (AS, MUD,
P, 1895, F XXXVII, r 59)

– Proposal of the Law on the Administrative Division of the Kingdom of Serbia,
Belgrade, 1896 (AS, MUD, P, 1896, F V, r 121)

– Note made by Stojan Novakovi}, Prime Minister, on Serbia’s relations with
Bulgaria and Montenegro, Belgrade, 16 May 1896 (AS, SN–460)

– Belgrade, Prince Mihailo Street, beginning with Vuk Karad`i} Street in the
direction of Terazije around 1900 (photograph, MGB Ur 6444)

– Stojan Novakovi}’s reflections presented in theses on the reforms in Turkey in
1896 (AS, SN–214)

– Note made by Stojan Novakovi} on the plan of activities related to the
renovation of Pe} Patriarchate and the establishment of autocephalous
Serbian church in Turkey, 23 March 1897 (AS, SN–227)

– Stojan Novakovi} notifies King Peter I Kara|or|evi} that he accepts to be Prime
Minister of the Kingdom of Serbia, Belgrade, 10 February 1909 (AS, VJM, F III)

– Stojan Novakovi} (photograph, AS, SN–2439)
– Stojan Novakovi} notifies King Peter I Kara|or|evi} that the National Assembly

has supported a new Government of the Kingdom of Serbia, Belgrade, 12
February 1909 (AS, VJM, F III)
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– Stojan Novakovi} notifies King Peter I Kara|or|evi} that the session of the Ser-
bian Government has been summoned on the occasion of the Austro-Hunga-
rian annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belgrade, 17 March 1909 (AS,
VJM, F III)

– Concept of the decision taken by the Government of the Kingdom of Serbia
under the presidency of Stojan Novakovi} on the acceptance of the Austro-
Hungarian annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina as recommended by major
powers, Belgrade, 17 March 1909 (AS, SN–85)

– Note made by Stojan Novakovi} on broad-based Government and political
circumstances in Serbia in 1909 (AS, SN–427)

Correspondence

– Vladan \or|evi} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about his decision to stop writing
poetry and commit himself only to medicine, Vienna, 23 April 1865 (AS,
SN–1333)

– \ura Jak{i} writes to Stojan Novakovi} asking from him to send an excerpt
from his writing “Spahija” to be printed in Vila or another magazine, Po`are-
vac, 18 March 1868 (AS, SN–1512) 

– \ura Jak{i} (1832–1878) (photograph)
– Letter sent by Stojan Novakovi} to Janko [afarik, President of the Serbian

Learned Society, concerning his journey to Kiev in order to participate in the
Archeological Meeting asking from [afarik to collect the editions of the
Serbian Learned Society to be taken to that scientific gathering, Belgrade, 18
July 1874 (AS, SN–2260) 

– Janko [afarik (1814–1876) (photograph)
– The request made by Stojan Bo{kovi}, Minister of Education, of Stojan Nova-

kovi}, Professor at the Grande École, to examine “The Old-Slavic Language
Grammar” composed for the pupils of junior high school and to express his
opinion, Belgrade, 29 June 1879 (AS, SN–1107)

– Stojan Bo{kovi} (1833–1908) (photograph)
– Ilarion Ruvarac expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the expressed

opinion concerning one of his works, Sremski Karlovci, 30 September/12 Octo-
ber 1879 (AS, SN–2093)

– Ilarion Ruvarac (1832–1905) (photograph)
– \ura Dani~i}’s private letter to Stojan Novakovi}, Zagreb, 24 September 1882

(AS, SN–1300)
– \ura Dani~i} (1825–1882) (photograph)
– Letter sent by Milutin Gara{anin to Stojan Novakovi} on the status of Progres-

sive Party and the king’s proposal to resolve political issues during the sessions
of the Parliament, on Jovan Risti} and his cabinet commenting newspaper
information on elections, Vienna, 18/30 January 1884 (AS, SN–1265)
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– Milutin Gara{anin (1843–1898) (photograph)
– Ljubomir Kova~evi} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about his intention to prepare

for printing the writing titled “Serbia under Despot Lazar and Despotitsa
Jelena Rule”, which was the subject he already elaborated on for the lectures
given to his pupils, Belgrade, 14 October 1885 (AS, SN–1629)

– Ljubomir Kova~evi} (1848–1918) (photograph)
– Milan Piro}anac writes to Stojan Novakovi} about Serbian-Greek nearing and

the attitude of Austria-Hungary toward the mentioned issue, about his con-
versation with the king on the topical political situation and the construction
of the rail line through Turkey, Belgrade, 19 December 1886 (AS, SN–1990)

– Milan Piro}anac (1837–1897) (photograph)
– Vladimir Kari} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about the activities related to the

works “Serbia” and “Geography of Serbia and the Balkan Peninsula”. He sends
him an ethnographic map, presenting an integral part to “Serbia” requiring his
opinion about it, Opatija, 24 December 1886 (AS, SN–1584)

– Vladimir Kari} (1848–1894) (photograph)
– Konstantin Jire~ek expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the book

“The Last Brankovi}s 1456–1502”, where he provides information on the Bran-
kovi} family, Serbian despots, their relations with Dubrovnik, Prague, 3 May
1887 (AS, SN–1530)

– Konstantin Jire~ek (1854–1918) (photograph)
– Milan Kujund`i} Aberdar writes to Stojan Novakovi} on the issues related to

the Serbian church, situation in the Academy, attitude of liberals and radicals
to the Queen Natalija, Jovan Risti} and holding the Assembly in Belgrade, Bel-
grade, 22 October 1887 (AS, SN–2303)

– Milan Kujund`i} Aberdar (1842–1893) (photograph)
– Letter written by Vatroslav Jagi} to Stojan Novakovi} where he expresses his

gratitude because of the publishing of Novakovi}’s writing titled “The Legal Code
of Serbian Tsar Stefan Du{an”, Vienna, 2/14 October 1889 (AS, SN–1455)

– Vatroslav Jagi} (1838–1923) (photograph)
– ^edomilj Mijatovi} expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the book

“The Serbs and the Turks in the 14th and the 15th Century” providing his opi-
nion on the writing and his reflections on Serbia and the Serbs, Bath, 15/27
October 1893 (AS, SN–1780) 

– ^edomilj Mijatovi} (1842–1932) (photograph)
– King Milan Obrenovi} asks from Stojan Novakovi} to explain whether Prince

Milo{ Obrenovi} has ever had the title of supreme leader (vo`d), Vienna, 20
July 1897 (AS, SN–1797)

– King Milan Obrenovi} (1854–1901) (photograph)
– Jovan Cviji} writes to Stojan Novakovi} on his research work in Montenegro

and Bosnia and Herzegovina, @abljak, 25 August 1897 (AS, SN–2237)
– Jovan Cviji} (1865–1927) (photograph)
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– Pavle Marinkovi} makes a promise to Stojan Novakovi} to send him the journal
Brankovo Kolo where Novakovi}’s article was printed (AS, SN–1754) 

– Family letters written by Stojan Novakovi} to his son Mileta, Constantinople,
1 January 1898–21 October 1899 (AS, SN–2718; AS, SN–2731) 

– Letter written by Stojan Novakovi} to Rista Odavi} related to the publishing of
his article “The Settlement of Belgraders in 1521 in Constantinople and their
St. Mary’s Assumption Church”, Constantinople, 24 February 1899 (AS, RO,
II/508) 

– Rista Odavi} (1870–1932) (photograph)
– Letter written by the historian Albert Malet to Stojan Novakovi}, where he

expresses his delight owing to the appointment of Stojan Novakovi} as Serbian
Envoy to France, Paris, 26 February 1900 (AS, SN–1712)

– Letter written by Queen Natalija Obrenovi} to Stojan Novakovi} on the
upbringing of King Aleksandar Obrenovi}, king’s wedding to Draga Ma{in and
attitude of Russia toward the king’s marriage, Biarritz, 22 July/3 August [1900]
(AS, SN–1885)

– Queen Natalija Obrenovi} (1859–1941) (photograph)
– Letter written by Mihailo Vuji} to Stojan Novakovi} related to the reaction of

Austria-Hungary to the nearing between Serbia and Russia, construction of
Adriatic railway, King Milan’s funeral and its influence on Austro-Serbian rela-
tions, as well as to his entry into the Serbian Government, Paris, 25 February
1901 (AS, SN–1241)

– Mihailo Vuji} (1853–1913) (photograph)
– Mihailo Gavrilovi}, Director of State Archives, writes to Stojan Novakovi} on

the plan to issue documents in the field of Serbian history that are kept in the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the National Archives in Paris. He informs
him that he has commenced organising the State Archives putting forward the
problems he encounters (AS, SN–1262)

– Mihailo Gavrilovi} (1868–1924) (photograph)
– Dragutin Franasovi} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about the political situation in

the country, Belgian loan to the Serbian Red Cross, decrease in civil servants’
salaries and their irregular payoffs, Belgrade, 18 December 1901 (AS, SN–2208)

– Dragutin Franasovi} (1842–1914) (photograph)
– Letter written by Stojan Novakovi} to Rista Odavi} concerning the visit of Rus-

sian Emperor and Empress to the Serbian Department at the Clothing Exhibi-
tion taking place at the Tauride Palace, Saint Petersburg, 28 March 1903 (AS,
RO, II/513) 

– Slobodan Jovanovi} expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the debate
“About Cities and Squares in the Middle Ages” providing his opinion. He writes
about the situation following the May Coup of 29 May 1903 and the peoples’
mood, Belgrade, 30 May 1903 (AS, SN–1569)

– Slobodan Jovanovi} (1869–1958) (photograph)
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– Miroslav Spalajkovi} informs Stojan Novakovi} about the relation of foreign
countries to Serbia during the Interim Government following the May Coup
and the writing of Russian newspapers with regard to the events in Serbia,
Saint Petersburg, 14 June 1903 (AS, SN–2129)

– Miroslav Spalajkovi} (1869–1951) (photograph)
– Request made by Stojan Novakovi} of Nikola Pa{i}, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

concerning his retirement, Saint Petersburg, 1 November 1904 (AS, SN–931) 
– Slavist Émile Haumant expresses his gratitude to Stojan Novakovi} for the

book “Ottoman Empire” stating that he elaborated on the said book with his
students and that he would review the book, Paris, 30 April 1906 (AS,
SN–1898)

– Valtazar Bogi{i} writes to Stojan Novakovi} about the supporting of his plan
to publish historical sources informing him about the lectures given by Émile
Haumant, Professor of Slavistics at the Sorbonne, Paris, [1906] (AS, SN–1171)

– Valtazar Bogi{i} (1834–1908) (photograph)
– Todor Stefanovi} Vilovski congratulates Stojan Novakovi} on the appointment

as Prime Minister of Serbian Government writing about his situation in
Austria-Hungary and that he could come back to Serbia in case of war, Vienna,
3/16 March 1909 (AS, SN–1226)

– Todor Stefanovi} Vilovski (1854–1920) (photograph)
– Letter written by Vladan \or|evi} to Stojan Novakovi}, Prime Minister of

Serbian Government, about the attitude of Russia toward the annexation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and the secret agreement signed between Russia and
Austria-Hungary, Vienna, 1 March 1909 (AS, SN–1391)

– Vladan \or|evi} (1844–1930) (photograph)
– Stojan Novakovi} informs Petar I Kara|or|evi} that the Crown Prince \or|e

renounced all the rights and prerogatives pertaining to him in accordance with
the Constitution, Belgrade, 12 March 1909 (AS, VJM, F III) 

– King Petar I Kara|or|evi} (1844–1921) (photograph)
– Nikola Pa{i} informs Stojan Novakovi} about the composition of the new

Serbian Government requesting from him to make an agreement about his
trip, Belgrade, 11 October 1909 (AS, SN–1944)

– Nikola Pa{i} (1845–1926) (photograph)
– Stojan Novakovi} writes to Ljubomir Stojanovi} about the displacement of

archival records pertaining to the State Archives and the Archives of the
Serbian Royal Academy from Belgrade to the interior of Serbia during the First
World War, Ni{, 17 December 1914 (ASANU, IZ, 12704/26)

– Article about Stojan Novakovi} in the first issue of Nova Iskra of 1 January
1899

– Article about Stojan Novakovi} in the journal Bosna, No. 12, December 1909
– “To Stojan Novakovi}”, Aleksa [anti}, Bosanska Vila, No. 1, 1912
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Stojan Novakovi}’s Funeral

– Resolution made by the Ministerial Council of the Kingdom of Serbia to bury
Stojan Novakovi} at the expense of the state, Ni{, 4 February 1915 (MID, B,
1915, k. 209, II, No. 6)

– Article related to Stojan Novakovi}’s death, published in Srpske Novine of 5
February 1915

– Programme of Stojan Novakovi}’s funeral, 5 February 1915 in Ni{ (AS, LJK,
1037)

– Information about Stojan Novakovi}’s funeral, 5 February 1915 in Ni{ (AS, LJK,
1036)

– Article about the transfer of Stojan Novakovi}, Radomir Putnik, Andra Nikoli}’s
mortal remains to Belgrade New Cemetary… Politika, 8 November 1926 

– Stojan Novakovi}’s tomb at Belgrade New Cemetary (photograph)

Books by Stojan Novakovi}

– Stojan Novakovi}, Srpska bibliografija za noviju kwi`evnost 1741–1867,
Beograd 1869.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Istorija srpske kwi`evnosti, Beograd, 1872.
– Stojan Novakovi}, S Morave na Vardar, Pod zidinama Carigrada, Beograd,

1894.
– Stojan Novakovi}, Carigradska patrijar{ija i pravoslavqe u evropskoj

Turskoj, Razmatrawa u prilog raspravi crkveno-prosvetnog pitawa u evrop-
skoj Turskoj, Beograd, 1895. (kwiga potpisana pseudonimom Kostadin)

– Stojan Novakovi}, Zakonik Stefana Du{ana cara srpskog 1349. i 1354, Beo-
grad, 1898. 

– Stojan Novakovi}, Srpska kwiga, weni prodavci i ~itaoci u XIX veku, Beo-
grad 1900. 

– Stojan Novakovi}, Vaskrs dr`ave srpske, Politi~ko-istorijska studija o
Prvom srpskom ustanku 1804–1813, Beograd 1904.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Ustanak na dahije 1804. godine, ocena izvora, karakter
ustanka, vojevawe 1804, S kartom Beogradskog pa{aluka, Beograd, 1904.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Tursko carstvo pred srpski ustanak 1780–1804, Beograd,
1906.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Balkanska pitawa i mawe istorijsko-politi~ke bele{ke
o Balkanskom poluostrvu 1886–1905, Beograd 1906.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Dvadeset godina ustavne politike u Srbiji 1883–1903,
Istorijsko-memoarske zapiske k tome vremenu i k postawu i praktikovawu
ustava od 1888. i 1901, Beograd 1912.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Selo, Beograd, 1943. 
– Stojan Novakovi}, Srbi i Turci XIV i XV veka, Istorijske studije o prvim
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borbama s najezdom Turske pre i posle Boja na Kosovu, Beograd, 1960.
– Iz srpske istorije, Izabrani radovi Stojana Novakovi}a, Novi Sad – Beo-

grad, 1972.
– Stojan Novakovi}, Istorija i tradicija, Izabrani radovi, priredio Sima

]irkovi}, Beograd, 1982.
– Stojan Novakovi}, Ustavno pitawe i zakoni Kara|or|eva vremena, Studija o

postawu i razvi}u vrhovne i sredi{we vlasti u Srbiji 1805–1811, Beograd,
1988. (reprint izdawe)

– Stojan Novakovi}, Haxi-Kalfa ili ]atib-^elebija, Turski geograf XVII
veka o Balkanskom poluostrvu, SKA Spomenik XVIII, drugi razred, kw. 16,
Beograd 1892.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Srbija u godini 1834, Pisma grofa Boa-Le Konta de Ri-
wi ministru inostranih dela u Parizu o tada{wem stawu u Srbiji, SKA,
Spomenik XXIV, drugi razred, kw. 22, Beograd 1894.

– Stojan Novakovi}, I P{iwski spomenik, II Apokrifsko `itije Svete Petke,
III @ivot Svetog Vasilija Novog, SKA, Spomenik XXIX, drugi razred, kw. 27,
Beograd 1895.

– Stojan Novakovi}, Matije Vlastara sintagmat, Azbu~ni zbornik vizantijskih
crkvenih i dr`avnih zakona i pravila, Slovenski prevod vremena Du{anova,
SKA, Zbornik za istoriju, jezik i kwi`evnost srpskoga naroda, Prvo odeqe-
we, Spomenici na srpskom jeziku, kw. IV, Beograd 1907.

– Zakonski spomenici srpskih dr`ava sredwega veka, prikupio i uredio Sto-
jan Novakovi}, SKA, Posebna izdawa, XXXVII, Filozofski i filolo{ki
spisi, kw. 10, Beograd 1912.
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